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' VOL. Vl.-NO.

HOLLAND,

47.

Qssiral Stalin.

'T'K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

in Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 0th and Market street.

L

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mm

-

cin,

ITAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry

mm,

-

V

Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Fhnr, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGKND’S BLOCt
Hardware.

D0E3BURS, Editor &nd

0. J.

Publisher.

rAN DBK VEEN,

E., Dealer in General Bardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

TZ3XS or 3U33C8!PTI0R7-t2.00pirjear in Admee.
fOB PRINTIMO 1'UOMITLT AXD

NEATLY DONE.

LlTirrand Sal* Stables.
I)

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One Kquareof ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
fo' Urst insertion, and 25 cent* for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

D

GONE A ALBERTI.

Livery and Hale Stable.
and barn on Market street. Everything
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

drain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white ^bushel ...... new

$

m

(ft 1
Corn, shelled M bushel
40
Oats, $ bushel ................
80
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
l
J. <ft C. Wagon and Blacksmith Buckwheat, $ bushel
85
lines,(2.00 per annum.
Shop. Horse-shoeingaud all kinds of repair- Bran, V ton .......................
ft 18 00
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- ing done. Eighth Street a few dbors west of River.
Feed. » ton ..................... 20 00
lished withoutcharge.
V 100 lb ................
lift
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
Merchant Tallori
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 1 io
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigMiddling, 100 lb
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
IYOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer Flonr, |M001b .....................8 12
4 00
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly
L> In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish Pearl Barley, 100 lb ..............8 00
Ing Goods.

Wagotmakiriand Bladualthi.

............
..... (ft
.............

AUKEMA

1/

“

.................in
ft

Heats, Etc.

Beef, dressed per

Heat Market*.

itail

Taken

Sunday, Jan. 1, 1^78.

Effect,

Arrlre at
Holland.

Train*.

I 1.15 a. m.

it

11.55 “ “
t 9.85 p. in.

«t

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 10 45

ii

Now

w

m

1.05 a.m.

f

5.10“ “

tt

ii

8.25 p. m.

it

*•

^10
Ham ............................
ft 7
Shoulders .................... (a, 6
Tallow, per lb ..........................ft 8
Turkeys. “ .......................... 9 wjlO
Chickens,dressed per lb ................ «i (ft 7

“

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

>

special

iloticfs.

Mannfactorid, Mllli, Shopi, Itc.

5.25 a. m. I'VEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
X
Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
8.85 p. in. regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prxes than any surronnding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st

a. ni.

|

ft
ft 4»4
ft

lb.

yAN DER HAAR,

8.80 p. in.

12.

15 p.

m.

*11 00 a. m.
t 9.45 “ “

# 2.40

rounding the bay the entire view

is

changed and it stands out as a city beauli
fully located. Its houses are generally
better located than in the other towns and
cities ol the Upper Peninsula, and its business is very large. Here the railroads
come to the water leaving their immense
loads of iron ore from many mines that
prefer to ship rather than scud it west and
south by rail; The ore is run out on ex
tensive ore docks 88 feet high above the
water, and over a space of W feet wide
and 1,222% feet long, and is then dipped
into pockets that empty at once into the
vessel. Eight vessels,it i» said, can receive cargoes at the same time, and a vessel of average tonnage can be loaded iu
one hour and thirty minutes. The unloading of a long train in this way does not
occupy more time than the dumping of a
lot ot cars oi a gravel train. The works
like the vessels are all strongly built, aud
there seems to be less dirt and smoke attending this great branch of industry than
you would experience ou any good day
of the warm season from the dust of Broadway. To litis point most of the provisions for the Upper Peninsulacomes by
boat from Milwaukee and Chicago and
Dortbern furnishing markets. Tne distance around by water is much greater than
by the Northwestern R. R, but the cost of

much less.
Up to this time Chicago bus proved a
great market for everything aud in the
way of provision, but the vast producing
districtsof Central Wisconsin and even
Minnesotaare soon to share in this market, and by railroad much more than by
water communicutiou. Living, of course,
transportation is

J

&

Buffalo

ii
ii

f5.15 “ “

t 9-25 p. in.

Chicago.

UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
. vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

Isave
Holland.

'

Grand Rapids.

ii
i<

ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Michigan Lake Shore 8. B.

. ........
ft
......................4
Urd, ........... ....................10
Smoked Meat ............... . ..*. ......

P«rk, •*

n UTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Meat Mar-

A

Chicago

1878.

tre,

Markets.

‘* green ................2 25
Hemlock Bark ..................... <3)4 00
Livery' and Sale Stable;
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. (ftlO 00
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
street, near Market.
Heading bolts, softwood ........... (ft 2 54
Heading bolls, hardwood ......... ... ...... 2 75
Liqnor Deilen.
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
Stave bolts.hardwood.. ......... ........ 8 00
12
Hj^EN HAGE. Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors, Railroad tics ................................
2 00
Beer, Cidar, Pop. Cigars. Sardines, an I Keep- Shingles, A # m .....................\...
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 5o Eighth street.

VTIBBELINK. J.

5,

then across the passageway, one more
on either side, the weary men fay down as
quietly as though they had never slept In
any other way. The next morning, as
Produce, Etc.
Apples, V bushel .......... ..... $ 55 (ft 40 the fog cleared away and we pursued our
Beaus, V bushel ........... ....... 2 0u (ft .... journey we had additional reasons for
Butter, ^ 1b ....................
18
thankfulnessin a delightful run over the
Clover seed, ^ lb ..................(ft 18
Eggs. $ dozen ................... <ft 20 waters of Lake Superior, reaching our
Honey, V & .......................
(ft
15 destination at five o’clock in the atternoon.
Hay, V ton .......................
8 00 ^
During much of these five days iravel we
Oitlons, |) bushel ......... ...... (ft
1 00
could
see the shores and prominent head
Potatoes, bushel ...............
40
lands, and note objects of special interest
Timothy Seed, V bushel ...........
Wool, $ lb ......................
that were pointed out to us. The air was
bracing and wheu far out from shore we
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................) 8 00 seemed to be riding on Ocean waters.
green ...................
2 75 Marquette, as you approach it from the
beach, dry ....... p ......... 2 50
West, lies behind hills and trees, but after

<Bm

She ^ottontl (Situ
a weeklyTewspaper,

JANUARY

MICH., SATURDAY,

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

fJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Li. Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

The circulation of this popular newspaperhas
more than trebled during the past year. It con
• Mixed trains.
Ulna
all the leading news conUtned in the Daily
IJAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
t Daily except Snnday and Monday.
in all this region is expensive. There is
of Pluggtr Mxllt; (Steam Saw ana Flour y/croM and la arranged In handy departments.
$ Daily except Saturday.
nuthiog raised beyond notuloes, which
Mills.) near foot of 8th atreet.
| Mondays only.
FOREIGN
All other Indus dally except Sundays.
this year are abundant,and a littlehay and
H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the embraces special dispatches from all quarters of
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
outs.
scarcely ever see a cow, and
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- the globe, together with unbiassed,faithful and
lime, which Is 20 minutes later than Colntubus
find it difficult to get a good egg. Let
time.
ing material furnishedat Grand Rapids prices.
graphic ^plcreresof the great War in Europe. Un-
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Muskegon
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Grand Haven
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Real Estate and Insurance are given the Telempbic Despatchesof the
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- from all parts of the Union. This feature alone
makes
lectionsmade In Holland and vicinity.

l

45

South.

No. 1
m.
7 50
8 40
8 50

a.

B
11
11
1

AMERICAN NEWS

p08T, HENRY D.,

Monday, May 29, 1870.

40
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15
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OOST, John A. Notary Public. OfficeIn ComCouncil Roomr, Van Landegends block.
Eighth street.

ll* men

WALSH,

IY

H., Notary -Pabllc, Conveyancer,
and Inunraneo Agent. Office, VUw Druo

8th street.

Store.

PhTllCiAB!

A NNIS,

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.

gusiiwsss

II

Rectory.
I

JEST. R.

J->
Attorney!.
IT

11

B. & L. E., Surgeons aud Physicians.
residence, Overysel, Mich.

Office at their

T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon:

OWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney aud
Notary Public; River street.

IbfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11,

111 Law. and
River street.

JLi corner Eleventh and River

Office
atreet opposite

public square.

I EDEBOER,

IJ

F, 8., Physician and Sntgeon;

at resideuce, on Eighth atreet, near Chi.
A M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.
office

if ORRI8, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
S. W., Blendon,Mich,, Attorney
iUat reaii.ence,on TweUth sl, and at U. Walsh’s
Law aud Notary Public. Special attention
Drug Store.
given to foreclosure of Mortg^cs and collections.

OHERBURNE,

O

at

OCHOUTEN,

Bulks A Bros.

O

R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
R. Meengs’ Drag Store, 81b Street.
Pfcttographir.

ators and also in the live stock, is the best
that the great northwest produces, while
THE WEEKLY HERALD
there is the product of fish to au inex
the most valuable newspaper in the world, aa it is huusliblc degree. The main species is the
the cheapest.
Lake trout, which the inhabitantsknow
Every week is given a faithfolreport of
how to catch and how to cook. 8ome of
POLITICAL NEWS,
the party went out on a sailing vessel
embracingcompleteand comprehensivedispatches
from Washington, includingfoil reports01 the about lorty miles northward to fish in the
speeches of eminent politicians on the questions vicinity of Btunnard’s Rock. Around
on the hour.
this rock, on which is erected a base of
THE FARM DEPARTMENT
stone three feet above the water ami nine
of the Weekty Herald gives the latest as well as the
feet across, supporting an iron shaft of
most practicalsuggestions and discoveries relating
80
ieet in height, they went out in small
to the daties of the farmer, hinta for raising Cattle.
bouts trolling and caught 900 lbs. They
Poultry, Grains, Trees, Vegetables, Ac., Ac., with
averaged about bibs, the largest one pulled
up tty a lady throwing her line from the
anchored vessel,weighed 25 pounds, and
yet this was called pour fishing.The next
THE HOME,
giving recipes for practicaldishes, hints for mak- day was the Sabbath and the party were
ing clothing and for keeping up with the latest glad to come to the day of rest. It was
fashionsat the lowest price. Letters from our well observed, us It is in most of tbetowns.
Paris and London correspondentson the very
latest fashions.The Home Department of the Churches suited to the tastes and creeds of
fVeeJUy J/erald will save the housewife more than the different classes of people arc everyone hundred tlmei the price of the paper,
where built and sustained.
goodly

ONE DOLLAR

P.

the leading Photographer.Gal-

ENYON, NATHAN,

Banking and Collecting,
Drafts bought and sold; Eightn street.

_

Barbsn.

yAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of

V

Hotel.

SPORTING NEWS

at home

and dealer in

J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

ANTER8,

IY

abroad, togetherwith a Story every
week, a Sermon by some eminent divine, Literary,

There is no paper In the world which contains so
much news matter every week aa the Weekly Herald,
which is sent, postage free, for One Dollar. Yon
may subscribe at any time.

TMf ROLLER, G.

1

L. T. Dealer In Books, Stationery, Cigars,Notioua and Toys, opposite

THE

NEW YORK HERALD

a weekly form,

In

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Papers publishingthis prospectswlthontbeing
authorised will not necessarilyreceive an ex*
A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, change.
WatchM aad Jiwilry.

City Drag Store, Eighth street.

JOSLIN

Boot! All ShOII.

and

Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Mnalcal, Dramatic, Personal and Sea Notes.

14— ly

Book! ud Statloniry.

\T

vania and educated io Princeton. His

While all the news irom the last fire to the Dis- views of doctrine and of formulisllc relicovery of Stanley art to be fonnd in the fVeeJUy gion would agree with the soundest as held
I/erald,due attention it given to
among us, and bis people were evidently

Sadilin.

GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving, Eighth street.
ehampoonlng.hair-dyeing, etc., done at reasonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
Tobacco ad Cigars.

XJ

number of

THE PRODUCE MARKET.
J^JIGGINS,B.

Banking and Ixchugs.

J'\E

A

YEAR

us worshipped in the PresbyThere is a page devoted to all the latest phases terian church, where we heard au excellent
of the bnslncss markets,Crops, Merchandise.Ac.,
Ac. A valuable feature is found in the specially sermon in the morning from the pastor,
Mr. Banks, who was raised in Pennsylreported prices and conditions of

River street.

IV

A

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in ketanddElSl?8tree*nCJ,G0<>d"* CorDerof Mtr‘
Boota and Shoes, Lsather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

TTBROLD,

11

Address,

NEW YORK HERALD,
Broadway A Ann

Bsntltt.

St,

Now York.

EE

vT

D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of^flee^on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker

A

I. 0. Of 0. F.

Holland City

[FERGUSON

B. it. Dental Surgeon. Performs
JO all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
the best style of the art. Office, upstairs next
door to Post
14-ly

Office.
Brngi

ad

ludUiBii.

JQOESBUR^^O^ Dealer

\EEENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medifl lei net. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In

Drugs,, Medlclnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
.Van Dim Bkbu's Family Medicines; River St.

T

tpp^txi f ^^armac*Btj *Dill

See advertisement.
Fnriltars.

nktnre Frames, etc.; River street

IjiLlhrSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; n

r

ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always 011 hand; cor. Eighth and Market »t.

«

A

trip to the

..

N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

T.

Upper Peninsula

with the Michigan
Legislature.

Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.

In Dregs and Medi-

siclan'sprescriptions carvlnily put up:’ Eighth st.

m

Lodge, No. 192, IpdependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellowa' Hall, HollandMlch>,on Tuesday Evening
of each week

B* A* 8c«ovtin, N. O.

BY KEY. ABEL

STEWART, D.

{Continuedfrom

MJL K.

A D^O'^lar Communicationof Unity Lotto k.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland,. Mich., on Wedneaday evening. Jan.
16, at 7M o'clock, sharp.

t.

.

NOTICE.

307.

the breaking up of tbe treat masses after
being blown out of their bed. There we
gathered specimens and drank the Iron
water clear from the quarry, as the miners
constantly do, but none of us, 1 fear, came
suddenly by it to their health. One of
those intelligent broad shouldered men
slinging by the half hour bis sledge-hammer, possessed the physical strength and
muscular development of any three of our
parly. Let me say they work by contract.
Two or three unliW divide the work and
expense, so as to make (torn one dollar and
a half to two dollars each per day, sum-

mer and winter. There have been no
in the Peninsula during all
our hard times by either miners, choppers, lumbermen or railroademployees.
Out of the deep shaft and walking about
the machinery rooms we saw a pipe comstrikes

ing iu from ihe woods apparentlyabout 15
inches in diameter and 20 feet high. What
is this, we asked. Oh! said a workman,
that is the pipe for the compressed air for
driving the machinery. It was introduced
last spring instead of steam generated by
wood. Here wo were at once engaged in
the study of another invention by which
the fertile brain of man had furnished :»

supply to meet a great necessity. Tho
wood gives out and the principle of compressed air, brought to notice first by
Ericksson, Is put to use for the raising of
iron oie The power is first obtained
from a stream of water concentratedupon
a turbione wheel, and so In Us connection forces tbe air in the pipe onward and
upward through a 'diatauce of over 4,000
feet, uutil it U thrown with the impelling
force of steaiq itself upon the machinery.
This pipe like a railway, can be tapped
at any point and the power drawn off.
The principleapplied here is simply n
transfer ot power, and is in this respect
alone very important.What increase of
power this newly discovered
_
principle
may
. yet be1 found
found cap*
______
______ o,
capable
of receiving,
or under what other circumstancesIt may
yet be used, we shall not attempt to guess.
Possibly It may be iu its infancy, as steam
once was. But whatever may be its future,
it is impossible for any thinking mind on
seeing it for the first time utilized,as it is
in the Republic mine of the Upper Pensula, not to be impressed by it.
We returned, some of us to Ishpeming,
where at least five mines are being worked,

. 'is

___

and others to Negaunee. At

these

D.

last week.)

Oh

lenviog Calumet we went at evening
on board of a steamer with the expexialion of breakfastingat • reception to be
given by tiie citizens of Marquette,but in
less tbau an hour we were again overtaken
by a fog aud lay all night within six miles
of the place of our settiogout. It was our
second night without the usual accommodations lor sleeping,but there was to be

Y.

N.

He was, ihe miners say, the firs;
the mine owners, who ever abolished
the order system, and that the workmen
in his employ are the best paid of any of
tbe miners in the Peninsula.

of

After reluming to Negaunee the company was at liberty to disband and lake
the Eastern or Western route to their
homes. After this we did not again seo
the Governor, he going to the east and tho
Lieutenant-Governor to the west. Hero
also we parted with Judge Williams to
whose excellent Judgment and kind alteotion in conducting the excursionthe whole
party must have felt indebted
In all the iron mines of Lake Superior
so far as opened 1 here have been distinguished five varieties,of which tbe specular hermatiie, the magnetic,and the sof;

hermatite have become Hie must known.
These ores aie generally found in hiila
rising from one to five hundred feel Hb:>ve
the level of the surrounding country.
There they lie, little mountains of mineral
deposit slightly covered over with esrtb
and rock. Their discovery ia comparatively of recent date, probably as late aa
1844, and the first manufseture of iron •* aa
probably by Ariel N. Blrney, at the old
J ackson or Carp river forge, in 1848. Bui
now iron or iron ore ia everywhere seen.
It fllii ihe country, the one secret of its
wonderful growth and material prosperity.
Its Inhabitants, however, cannot live by
iron alone, to all through those thriving
towns is the Church of Cliriat, In whose
name at least some faithfulmen declare
tbe word of life Among tbe various
nations represented, my attention ban

in sympathy with him. In the evening
we were all pleased to hear Prof. Scott.
On this day a little incident occurred that
spoke well for the Presbyterianchurch of
Marquette.A troupe of linger* calling
themselves utbe original Tennesee Jubilee
Singers," sang at high mass in the Irish
Roman church in the morning, aud in the several timet been called to tbe Norwegian.
evening at the Baptist and Methodist Their houtet, built of one story, nna prechurches.The services were arranged for cisely alike, are ranged along the bate of
the accommodation of the singers, and some hill, on which their church edifice Is
designed on their pari as an advertisement conspicuouslylocated, and to constitute u
lor the next evening. After the perform- village in itself. They are religions, Inance was over not one of those who went dustrious and reliable, and while Ameriespecially to hear them seemed to think canizing slower than any other natiou, are
he had done anything else than go to a much respected as an important element
show, although at the last of* the three of tbe popnlation.
We flna in tbe Upper Peninsula almost,
mentioned churches it waspreceedeaby
every
people but the Hollanders,sod canthe Lord’s supper, and followed by the
raising of the unpaid salary through the not sec any reason why they should not Id
efforts of the Presiding Elder. Bow colonies go there as well as to other
many such tilings lire done here and there regions, unless it be that their constitution
in the services and financial operations of has been so formed by the surface and
the church by those who ought to know productsand employments of their counbetter. Let me not forget to mid that the try that they cannot even nnrier great InPresbyterian choir of about twenty singers ducements yield their preferencefor the
was lull and tbe audience up to the aver- low grounds.
age.

On leaving this city and its beauties, industries and privileges we must express
our wonder at the amount of improvement.
„
Datid Bibtbch, W. M.
Where it now standa in all hi pride there
O. Brktxan, Ssc’jr.
was nothing but a dense forest 28 years
ago. On tbe tenth day of July, io 1849, a
party of ten men commenced clearing the
site of tbe present city. “There was
. The uodereigned,Dr. L. E. Best, having
settled in the liollnnd colony, offers his more sleeping done tbau on the former then,” says a living member of that party,
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
night. Aitothe ladies and some of the "no sign here ot * human habitation, save
coucheur to the public at large, and men who had brought their wives upon one or two Indian buta, and a small log
whereas he pays particularattention to the excursionwere provided with rooms- warehouse belonging to the Jackson
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he htyt there remained no such privileges for the Mining Company."
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the rest of the party, but a wide floor of a
On Monday we went westward to visit
City of Holland, on Saiurday of each week, long cabin covered by a good carpet and an iron mine known as the Republic. It is
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m. furnished with mattrassesand pillows, one of the largest and richest yet opened.
until 4 p. m.
overcoatsand valises, afforded an appof* It is worked to the depth of 180 feet.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
(unity to sleep that no cne could fail to Almost ail of the party, men and women,
Overysel,Sepf. 28, 1877.
ycclpt, three and four abreast in the cen- went down to see the drilling process and

n

NO.

two places there are many mines being
worked, and all of them, it is said, tire
yielding profitablereturns. At Ishpeming
You
me we visited the New Ycrk mine, which has
not be understood us saying that living is been very profitably and economically
poor. No, indeed. The meat brought worked for several years. The bulk of
the stock is held by Samuel J. Tilden of
week from Chicago and Milwaukee in refriger-

NEWS

yEKBEEK,

WHOLE

”

'y\.

i

Free to Every Reader

In order to
Spring Wheat

of

this Paper.

introduce the

Diamond

in this section, 1 will

send

a small package of sample grains, with
special terms to agents, and my Seed Catilogue for 1878, free of charge to every
reader of this paper on receipt of a three
cent stamp to pay postage. Tbe

Diamond

Wheat Is tbe largest in the world. It
grows and matures in any climate in the
United States. Tbe grains average nearly
one-haltinch in length. One grain pro
daces from 25 to 85 stalks, with heads
averaging from 7 to 9 inches, and each
bead containing about 70 gralha.
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half remain landing. The total number
ageoualy acting up to noble convictions.
If it now
THE CHANDLER MANIFESTO.
killed is forty, with fourteen wounded."
disgraces its record, and indorsee or falls to repudiate the Bayes surrender, its voters will leave it
Ex-PresidentGrant and family are travelThe Hon. William E. Chandler, of the Re- by thou tanda; its dan are numbered; it will die
would mako a be, and the Vioe Presidentcoold
ollititd
ing
in Italy.... ^he estimates of the German
publican National Committee, has addressed a deserved and unhonored leith.
pte thasamo as if the Senate was equally divided.*’
Governmentfor the coming year are consider- a letter to the Republicans of Now Hampshire.
The Widow Oliver has abandonedher suit ably in excess of the last bndget. For naval The followingwere the salient points
ND CITY.
WAR’S HORRORS.
for bread* of promise againstSimon Cameron. purposes alone an increasedexpenditure to the
On the morning of the 7th of November It was
amount of nine and a half million marks is deHeartrending Picture of the Misery at
It is expected in Washington that the presmanded. Bismarckis jealous of England's apparent that Hayes and Wheeler were electedby one
Plevna.
majority,
If
South
Carolina,
Florida
and(Loulaiana
ent session of Congress will be a lengthy one. maritimesupremaoy, aud is determinedthat
had
given
them
their
votes..
Bat
immediately
the
Germany
shall
appear
in
the
front
rank
of
naThe Appropriation Committee will soon be
The ‘ correspondentof the London
Tilden forces— hungry Northern and desperate
ready to report on the Pension. Consular,Na- val powers.
THE EAST.
Daily News at Plevna sends a horrible
Southern
Democrats-determined
to
prevent
the
val, and Postoffloe bills, but the couditionof
Mexico news: Gen. Ogazon, Minister of counting of the votes of those States for the RepubThe Jiorth American Bevitto,bo long pob- general business indicatesthat slow progress
story of the state of things prevailingin
War, has resigned,and Gen. Manuel Gonzales lican candidate*, and threats, attempts to bribe,
and around the captured town. Before
iahed in Boston, will hereafterbe published in will be made.
and
all manner of fonl influences wore arrayed to
bas been appointed in his stead. Other CabiNew York....Netter A Go., prominent New The Secretaryof the Interior has issued his
eeduce or intimidate the local Republican officials the recent great storm Plevja was simply
net changes are expected.— Tlie newspapers wbo were to declare the result.
a charnel-house. Modem warfare has
York bankers, have failed.... Charles E. report upon the Pacific railroads, called for by
urge a close alliance of the Hispano-American To countersct these machination*,Gov. Hayes no parallelfor it, and its horrors can
Johnson, a wealthyyonng man hying in Brook*
Congress. The total indebtednessof the Pa- republics againstNorthern aggression.—There sent s large array of distuiguLhed persons to the
lyn, attemptedto murder his young wife
contested States,from Ohio notablythe following
only he compared to those which folthe other day, by shooting her with a pistol cific railroadsto the Government on Oct. 31, has been a grand military display at OhapolMessrs. Jobn Sherman (afterwardmade Secrelowed in the wake of Genghis Khan, or
tepeo.
Five
thousand
troops
were
out,
well
tary of the Treasury).
Domestic infelicitywas the cause. Johnson is 1877, amounted to:
armed, uniformed, and drilled.— MinisterRoStanley Matthews (privatecounsel for Gov. Timour, as their savage Tartar hordes
a nephew of Henry Ward Beecher.
Principal....................
$64,623,512
mero, of the treasury, claims to have made Hayes ; afterwardmade United States Senator by swept over and desolated Asia. The
The People’s Sayings Bank, of New York, Interest .....................28,492,686
improvementswhich will augment the treasury hi* influence).
$93,117,198
Edward F. Noyes (afterward made Ministerto famished dogs, of which there are alhas closed its doors. Liabilities, 1200,000; Total amount earned bjr commillions of dollars. ...... Several tbousaud peo- France).
ways large numbers in every Turkish
pie,
principallv
of
the
lower
classes,
assempanies
In
transporting
nominal assets, $167,000. . .Nine of the strikJohn Little (Gov. Hayes’ AttorneyGeneral).
town, were feeding on the corpses of
troops, mails, supplies,etc..
bled in Trafalgarsquare, London, on the 29th
Samuel
Shellabarger
(Gov.
Hayes’
private
couni ng miners at Wilkesbarre,Pa., have been sento Oct. 31 ................... $15,407,395
ult., iu response to a call for a pubthe dead, and the bodies of the still livtenced to pay fines ranging from ISO to $100 Of which the United State*
lic demonstration against Russia. The James A. Garfleld (member of Electoral Commis- ing wounded. The savage howls of the
each, and to imprisonment of from one to ninA
has paid the companies.
. 4,185,981
meeting was very turbulent
peace sion aud administration candidate for Speaker).
months.
And many others went there from other section*. greedy brutes as they tore the putrid
Balance due the companies ...............11,221,414 processionwas brokeu up and its banners torn
In South Carolina and Florida, owing to the mani- flesh of the dead, or cranohed the bones
Ah explosion of fire-damp in a mine at
to pieces. There was a largo displayof Torkish
fest facts and to the noble fearlessness of Gov.
Total amount due the Government..$41,895, TB4 flags, and several were torn up iu the melee. A Daniel H. Chamberlain and Gov MuroellusL. between their teeth, the cries and groans
Wilkesbarre, Fa., the other day, caused the
Gen. Adam Badeau has been dropped from heavy police force was necessary to prevent a Stearns in protecting the canvassingboards, the of the wounded as they vainly struggled ~
death of one or two miners, the wounding of
riot. Bitter speeches were made against Russia. correct result of the election— the choice of Hayes with the dogs, might be heard for miles
several more, and the destructionof a consid- the rolls of the army retired list, under the de- Resolutionswere passed demandingsuch action electors—was declared,without extraordinary assuraround, and made the soul sick. Birds
erable amount of property.
ances from the Northern visitors.
cision of the Attorney General that he was not by Parliament as will put a stop to Russian
In Louisiana, however,there had been thrown were pecking at the skulls, hopping
Lambert, the swindhng President of the legally entitled to be carried on this list and progress.Despite the efforts of the peace men
into the ballot boxes over 7,000 more votes for
American Popular Life InsuranceCompany, bold a civil office at the same time.,.. io pack the meeting, a vast majority of those the Tilden than for the Hayes electors,and to from body to body with beaks and
The silver-weddinganniversary of President in attendance were furiouslyanti-Russian ..... make Hayes Presidentit became necessaryfor plumage besmearedwith human blood,
has been denied a new trial.
.Soott and Dunand Mrs. Hayes, which occurred on the 30th Officialintelligence has been receivedaimouno- the Returning Board, acting under peculiarlocal and screaming with fiendish delight
lap, the Northampton (Mass.) bank-robbers,
iug tho success of the Chinese troops in Kash- laws, to throw out more than 7,000 Tilden votes on
ult, proves to have been au affair with no pre
hare been each sentenced to twenty years in tensions as to display or social splendor. Tru< gar. They had fortified Touchtongararand accountof alleged mnrder, riot, and intimidation, Does fonght among themselves, and
the State piison.
preventing a fair and free election in certain par- bird struggled with bird for the posto announcementit was a quiet, unostentatious A ska, two strong strategical points. The inishes. To perform this extraordinary, even if JusConsiderable excitement has been caused and thoroughly pleasant celebration of an event habitantswere fleeing in terror into Russian tifiable,work in the face of an armed and infuriat- session of a morsel of human flesh, and
territory.
of
general
interest
. .The followingis the offied Democracy required men of undaunted cour- the most indescribablehorror prevailed.
in New York financial circles by the failure of
cial statement of the United States currency
Ex-Quern Isabella, of Spain, has published age ; and such courage the Returning Board pos- In one house alone thirty-sevendead
Bonner A Co., one of the oldest stock operat- outstanding:
sessed. It required also that the board should have
a letter in the Figaro protestingagainst the assurances that tbs national exigencydemanded and fifty-threewounded Turks were
ing firms in the city. Liabilitiesheavy.
Old demand notes ......................
63,632
Legal-tender notes (all Issue*) .......... 349,943,776 expulsion of Don Carlos from France on ao- its performance ; that the moral sentimentof the found, some of the former in a half-deTHE WEST.
North would approve ; and that thejr themselves
One-year notes of 1863 .................. 64,162
count of an alleged conspiracy against the should be protected from evil consequencesto be composed and putrid state, and the
The house of Thomas Terrill, near Black- Two-year notes of 1863 .................. 16,050 present King of Spain. She denies that she apprehendedfrom the violence of a mob Geveru- wounded in a conditionthat can be more
Two-year coupon notes of 1863 .......... 23,950
hawk, OoL, was burned one night last week. Compf und-intoieat note* ................ 288,610 is a party to any such conspiracy,or that any meut, which it was known would be established easily imagined than described. Some
by one Nicbolls. a pretenderto the office of GovFour persons perishedin the flames— Mrs. Ter- FracUonalcurrency ..................... 17,764,108 exists, and declares that the intimate friend*of the wounded were able to crawl abont,
ship which exists between herself and Carlos ernor against Stephen B. Packard, who was sure
rill, Johnnie Terrill, William J. Terrill and
to
be
elected
Governor
if
the
Hayes
electors
should
and
clutched at odd morsels of food that
Total.
.........................
$363,154,092 ha* nothing to do with politics.
be found to Lave been chosen.
Robert Terrill
were
found in the hands of the dead,
POLITICAL.
All these assuranceswere freely and forcibly
Arizona dispatchesreport the extermination
given
by
Mr.
Senator
Sherman
and
his associates. devouring it with feverish avidity ; but
WABHinoTON dispatchessay SecretaryEvartfl Whj Blaine and Conkling Didn’t Speak
Mr. Stanley Matthews declared to Mr. J. E. Leon- thousands of them were utterly helpless,
of a band of thieves who had been robbing the
authorizesthe announcementto be made that
ard, and on more than one occaaion, that Hayes
For Eleven Yearn.
mails and preying upon wagon (fains in that
and awaited death or succor with a listand Packard should stand of fall together.
region. A portion of the band were pursued the differencesare about to be healed that
A reported interview of Gov. Hayes, Dec. 3, with leas fatalism. Eighteen hundred prisMr. Conkling desired to add that bo
have
divided
the
President
and
the
Repubby a detachment of cavalry, under Lieutenants
W. R. Roberts, of the New Orleans TYmes, having
Rucker and Toney, who continued the chase licanH iu Congress, and that the restoration of commission, paper, or authority what- occasioned alarm as to the future course of the oners were huddled together on the
harmony
is near at hand,
ever
was
issued
to
him,
except
the
letter
prospective President towsrd Souther*Republicans banks of *the Vida, and the horrors of
until they struck a permanent camp of more
The WashingtonPost, the new Democratic of retainer which had been read. If the and the Louisiana and South Carolina Governments, their position equaled those of the great
than thirty lodges. After a gallop through the
village the troops counted fifteen dead organ at the capital, announcesin a double- member from Maine had the least idea Gov. Hayes, through his Private Secretary, Capt. plague which ravaged Europe in the
A. E. Lee (since made Consul General to Frankfort),
brigands,and captured a number of horses and
leaded editorial that hereafterthe Democratic how profoundlyindifferentto him his and Gen. James M. Comly, of the OAt'o State Jour- fourteenth century. Livirg and dead
a large quantityof stolen goods.
nal (since made Minister to the bandwich Islands),
Senators will vote to confirm the President’s opinion was on the subject he had been denied the reportedinterview, and all sympathy were piled together promiscuously in
The Golden Gate Mining Company, of Deaddiscussing, or on any other subject, he with the sentiments therein expressed.
heaps likewood and carted away. There
appointments.
wood, have consummated a sale of their four
Encouraged aud forced forward by these assur- were only three carts available for this
thought he would hardly take the
THE
TURKO-KUSSIAN
WAR.
ances, the Re tn ruing Beard boldly performed it<
mines— the Father DeSmet, Golden Gate,
trouble to express it He apologized to duty, gave voice to the murdered Republicansof work, and the confusion was indescribaThe bridge across the Daunbe at Nikopolis the House for the length of time he had the bulldozedparish'sof Louisiana,and made ble. Osman’s bravery is stained and
Justice, and Belcher -to California capitalists
for the handsome sum of 1400,000. This is has been swept away by ice ... .Tho weather
occupied in consequence of being drawn Hayes President,and Packard Governorof Louisi- blackened by his treatment of the Rusthe heaviest mining transactionthat has ocana, by titles indissolubly connected in law, in
seems
to have arrested the Russian onward into the matter by an interruptionwhich
curred in the Hills.
moral*, and by every rule of honor that prevails sian wounded that fell into his hands.
among
civilized men.
movement,and it begins to look as though the he had before denouncedto be ungentleHis gallant defense of Plevna for a moA league has been formed irf Chicago, whose
The same tender regard for the Lor isianaRepnbcampaign was over for the year. The rail- manly and impertinent, and having nothment
blinded the rictors and Europe to
llcans
and
for
the
result
which
they
had
achieved
object is to suppressthe sale of liquor to ways are not working regularly, and the coming whatever to do with the matter.
continued during the ensuing struggle in Congress. the fact that all prisonerswere butchmissariat
have
all
they
can
do
to
keep
the
minors. They have already secured the arrest
Mr. Blaine said he knew that this was The ReturningHoard were arrestedand confined ered by the troops under Osman’s comtroops suppliedin the camps near Plevna withat Washingtonby the ConfederateHouse of Repof a number of saloon-keepersfor dealing out
out increasing the difficultyby sending them what they called down East “ running resentatives. Hick, and m prison, they were visit- mand. A Bucharest correspondent says
furtherinland — A Vienna dispatchsays it is emptyings.” The gentleman from New ed by benator Hhermsn and bis associates,and that a fearful retribution has overtaken
urged to stand firm until relief should come from
stated from several sides that England, alYork could not get off on the technical the advent to power of the Presidentwhom they a part of Osman’s army, which waa
though declining to mediate, has confidentially
in making drunkards of the rising generation.
had made.
caught on the march by that dreadful
sounded Russia as to the terms on which she pretense that he did not hold a commisIt is said that half the saloons m the city are
snow-storm. Fate seems to be wreakwould be inclinedto make peace, and that the sion as a Judge Advocate. Many an
mainly supported by boys between 12 and 21
With substantial unanimity the Republicansof
Russian Cabinet has been far less reserved officerhad led a brigade, a division or a the country seconded the determinationof their ing vengeance for the slaughterof the
years old, and that if deprived of this patronage
than might have l>een anticipated ..... corps with no more of a commission than representatives in Congress to declare and Russian wounded whose corpses lie unat least 1,000 gin-mills would be compelled to
The Montenegrinsdefeated a body of Turks
achieve the electionand Inauguration of President
close up.
#:
such a one as the gentleman from New Hsyes ; and the Republicanparty was never more buried on the hills around Plevna.
occupying intrenchedpositions between the
The German Ravings Bank, of Lafayette, River Bojana and the town of Dnlcigno.The York held. As to the getleman's cruel courageous, harmonious or united than on the day
of his accession.
Ind., has failed. ...... The reported discoverytf Turks lost many prisoners, three flags,and a sarcasm, Mr. Blaine continued: “I hope
A Royal Railroad Coach.
Coming to the Presidencynnder these remarkaquantity
of
provisions....
It
is
reported
that
he will let me escape his disdain. His ble circumstances, Mr. Chandler says the Presioil in the Black Hills is fully confirmed.
Osman Pasha will be tried by a Russian mili- lordly pomposity, his grandiloquent dent should have maintained faithful and scrupu- A new saloon carriage,intended for
THE SOUTH.
tary court of the highest jurisdiction for the
lous allegianceto the priuciplea of the Republican the use of the Queen and royal family,
The extra session of the Tennessee Legisla- slaughterof the wounded after the great battle swell, his majestic overtowering, his
has been constructedby the London and
turkey-gobbler strutting have been so
But almost the first set of the new administration
ture, which was called for the purpose of cou- of July 31, the fight before the Gravitza rewas
to fulfilla bargain that bad been made during Southwestern railway. The carriage,
doubt ou Sept. 11, and several other minor en- crushing to myself, and to all members
sidering a propositionfor the settlementof the
the Presidential count, by which, if Hayes should
gagements.
of the House that I know it was an act be President,tho lawful Governments of Louisiana which is abont 50 feet long, 9 feet high
State debt, has adjourned without accomplish'
Thebe seems little doubt that England has of tho grossest temerity on my part to and South Carolina were to be abandoned,and the and 8 feet in breadth, is built of teak,
ing anything.
Governmentsin thoso States were to be recog- and the doors are fitted with silver-plated
ooniented to accept the office of peacemaker, venture on provoking them. But I know mobnized and established.
GENERAD.
handleo. The draperies are buff and
who
was
responsible
for
it
all.
I
know
aud will undertake to bring about au adjustCertain Democrats in the House of RepresentaThe crop reports receivedat the Department
gold cretonne,and there are easy chairs,
ment between Russia and Turkey. The an- that for the last five weeks an extra strut tives, seeing that, by the recurringdecisionsof the
ElectoralCommission,and the regular proceedings couches and tables, the interior woodof Agriculture,at Washington, indicate that nouncement is now made officiallyin the
has seized the gentleman. It is not his of the two houses under the Electoral bill,which
work being polished teak. The saloon
the wheat crop of this country for 1877 was London Advertiser that the British Governfault— it is the fault of another. That
Hayes would surely be.
about 360,000,000, bushels, or about 50,000,- ment has acceded to Turkey’s request, and gifted and satirical man, Theodore Til- rresiaeni.nan conceivedtne plan of savinz *ome- has traveled at an occasional speed of
thinR from tbo wreck. They had, therefore,threat- sixty-two miles an hour with ease.
000 bushels greater than for any previous year. will try what cau be done toward prevailing
ton, of the New York. Independent , was ened by dilatorymotion* and riotous proceedings to
The
crop,
estimated,mm
from
same re- upon Russia to negotiate terms of peace ____
--- corn
-—
--xx the
***** UMUJ
Reinforcements ordered for the Russian armv here spending some weeks and writing break up the count, and thru opened negotiations
porta, is 1,300,000,000bushels. The crops of
with snch timid or too ecgerly expectant Republiexceed
250, OW men. Tho-Amy of the Baltic, home letters,in which, among some seThere were only seventy cats at Philoats and potatoeswere correspondingly fanre.
large.
cans as they could find ready. They had succeeded
numbering
90,000
men,
is
also
being
formed.
Of Wheat, it is estimated that 10, 000,rious things, he put some jocose things, beyond their most sanguine expectations. Senator adelphia's recent cat show. The other
000 bushels can be spared for expoit.... Russia has bought 200,000 nflos from Berlin. among thecrnelest of which was that Sherman had visited Ohio and consulted Gov. Hayes. 7,000,547 were sitting on back fences
Mr. Henry Watterson, a Democratic member,
The facts embodied in the report of an offi- .... A London dispatch of Dec. 29 says : “I
am informed, on good authority, that in En- the mantle of the late Winter Davis had and a nephew of Mr. StanleyMatthews, had acted and sheds o’ nights growling at the small
cer sent to the North Carolina coast to investi
as go-between ; and on the one side, Messrs. Mat- amount of the premiums offered and disgate the drcomstancesof the wreck of the glish military circles war is considered almost fallen upon the member from New York.
thews, Charles Foeter, John Sherman, James Gariuron, are simply horrible. It appears that a inevitable. Arrangementsare completed aud He (Conkling) took it as serious, and fleld, and on the other, L. Q. C. Lamar, John B. cussing methods to avert the dangers
brute named McNeill,living on the coast, wii- regiments allotted for an army of 80,000 men, has since strutted more than usual. Gordon,E. J. Ellis, Randall Gibson, E. A. Burke threatened by the lively sausage season.
nessed the wreck, saw andlli
heard the signals of and steps are already taking toward the Well, the resemblance is great — as strik- and John Young Brown, had agreed : I. That the
formation of the nucleos for a reserve army.
count should not be broken up in the House, but
distress, saw a boat launched and swam
THE MARKETS.
and waited patientlv until the waves had done Profound uneasinessprevails here, and there is ing as Hyperion to a Satyr, Thersites that Hayes should be declaredand inaugurated
President.2. That upon Hayes’ accession the
their
and aava
her hapless
--- work with tne vessel waata
AJupiCDO great depression in trade and finance.".... to Hercules, mud to marble, a dung-hill
troops
should
be
with
di-awn
from
protecting
Govs.
NEW YORK.
crew. Then he went to his hovel and ate his There are no complaints of an unseasonable to a diamond, a singed cat to a Bengal Chamberlainand Packard, and that the new admin$7 25 @11 00
breakfast; and all this time he knew mildness in the weather on the Danube. Snow tiger, a whining puppy to a roaring lion. istrationshould recognize the governments Bkeveh ...........................
Hoos ..............................
4 go @ 5 70
that there was a life-savingstation only at the headquartersof the Russian army near
of Wade Hampton in South Carolina, and F. H. Cotton ........................... 11#
Shade of the mighty Davis, forgive the Nlchollain Louisiana.
two miles ank a half away, on a tran- Rustchuk is two feet deep ; the roadfl are no
Flouh— Superfine ...............
6 00 @ 5 50
By certain genera! and Indefinite letters since Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............
quil stretch of water which he could trav- longer passablefor wagons : sledgesfor winter almost profanationof that jocose satire !”
1 34
given to the public,by a secret writing now in the Coen— Western Mixed ..............
use
have
not
been
provided
;
the
quartermas—
Debate
in
the
House
in
1866.
60 (4 66
erse in his beat in half an hour. Many lives
hands of E. A. Burke, and other ways, the agree- Oats— Mixed ....................... 35
40
might have been saved had this savage acted teni declare that they cannot keep up the supment was authenticated ; and President Grant was Rye— Western ...................... 73
75
upon the common impulse of humanity. But plies for the cavalry, and grave fears are enterimmediately requestedby Gov. Hayes’ counsel on Poke— New Mess ..................
12 62tf@12 87tf
*oree than this remains to be told. Ninety-one tained that the bridges will be broken by ice, One Thing Deaf-Mutes Can Do WelL no account to recognize Packard or Chamberlain,
..........................
I... 8
8*
bodies from the wreck have been recovered, completelyinterruptingthe movement of food
Mr. J. C. Davis, of 802 West Thir- but to leave the ultimate decision as to their fate to
CHICAGO.
for
man
and
beast
the
incoming
President.
and not a single trinket of any kind— not a
Beeves Choice Graded Sicers ..... 6 26 @ 5 50
teenth street, advertised yesterday for
After the inaugurationthe bargain waa apeedily
watch, chain, ring, or shirt-studwas found
Choice Natives ....... .... 4 40 @ 4 80
Russian journals are discussing with great
100
deaf-mutes
to
be
made
into
tele- fulfilled.As soon as the electoral vote of their
Cows and Heifers ........2 25 @ 8 60
among them all when the Government people earnestnessthe possibilitiesof the situation as
States
was
safe, Govs. Packard and Cbainl>erlain
graph operators. Nine years ago, he
Butchers’ Steers ..........3 25 @ 3 50
repeivedthe remains for interment.The Mohad been m titled by Messrs. Matthews and Evarts
Medium to Fair ..........3 60 @ 4 20
docs of the coast had stolen everything.In latterly presented in consequence of.England’s says, ho taught a deaf-mute yarned to get out. Gov. Chamberlain waa now summoned
Hoos— Live ........................
3 00 @ 4 25
some cases the marks were plainlyseen where attitude. Upon one point there is but one ex- Hoffman telegraphy.Hoffman learned to Washington and informed that he must surren- Floub— Fancy White Winter .......6 75 @ 7 25
nog had been torn from the fingers of the pression— that mediation is not possible unless the art in lets than three months, and der. He protested against his taking-off.The PresiGood to Choice Spring Ex. 5 25 @ 5 60
dent hesitated,but Wade Hampton demanded the Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 09 @ 1 10
solicitedby both parties, aud that Russia,
became
one
of
the
most
expert
operators
performance
of
the
bargain.
Mr.
Matthews
was
No. 8 Spring ............. 1 02 @ 1 03
Buhners failures : The Beal Estate Savings while at all times willing to receive peace prosent for, came from Ohio, and within twenty-four Cobn-No. ....................... 42
43
posals from the Porte direct, has not Invited, in the country, being at the time of his
hours the United Slates flag waa ordered down in Oats— No. ........................ 24
Bank, of 8t. Louis, Mo.; John B. Flowers,
25
and will not favorablyreceive mediatory offices death the chief operator in tho Mobile Charleston and Gov. Chamberlainstamped out.
Rye— No. ........................ 65
66
boot and shoe dealer, Halifax, N. a, liabilities from any source. ..... Vienna advices render it
As to Louisiana, the fulfillment proceededmore Babley— No. ................
telegraph office. Mr. Davis has since
66
57
certain
that
Greece
is
about
to
take
up
arms
alowly,
but
none
the
lees
surely.
Packard
bad
made,
tiW.OOO, assets 1100,000 ; the Rockland Conn30
taught twenty deaf-and-dumbpersons, March 21, a constitutional call for Federal aid, BuTTEB-Cholce Creamery.........28
JyBank. Nyack, N. Y.; the W^Oity^(N. J.) aud unite with the Servian forces operating in
Egos— Freeh ....................... 10
20
and
says
that
they
are
almost
invariably
which
it was difficult to withholdfrom one as surely
Pobk— Meea.. .....................
11 87^(§U 60
Savings Bank; J. d. Parker A' Co.', Western Bulgaria. ..... The Servianshave b«run
Governoras Hayea was President.And yet there Laud ............................... 7)4
7Y
wholesale draggists,Cincinnati, Ohio.... a regular siege of Widin, which is well pro- much quicker to learn than persons who was the bargain.
MILWAUKEE.
Another member of the “fighting family” of visioned. Its garrison is weak, however, and speak and hear, and make far better
As a subierfuge.an uno^nitltntional commis- Wheat-No. .....................1 14
115
McOooks has joined the ranks of the rilent its capture is expected within two weeks at the operators.“I had a call from one to- sion, consistingof Messrs, John M. Harlan, Joseph
No. ..................... 1 09
1 10
majority. Gen. George W. McCook, of Ohio, farthest.
R. Hawley,C. B. Lawrence,Wayne McVsagh, and Cobh— No. ....................... 42
43
day,” he said, “who told me that he had John 0. Brown, waa sent to New Orleans; Instructdied the other day in New York at the residence
Oats— No. X ....................... 24
A yeby few words comprisethe document
25
been a bookbinder. He was at first ed to graduallydestroy the PackardLegislatureby Rte— No. .......
of Anson G.MoCook.
66 (4 66
oonoeruing which the entire civilized world very skeptical, but I convinced him of seducing or forcingitsmembeni into the Nicbolls Bablkt-No.2. ....................
63
64
At the request of RepresentativeMills, the
ST. LOUIS.
is intensely anxious at this time. En- the ease with which he could learn by Ujrjslmuro. But, they proving too stubbornly ihs
publican, the commission telegraphedtho Presi- Wheat— No. S Red Fall ............1 19 a 1 20
Presidenthas ordered a oommis-ion to investigland's note to Russia is short and to the giving him one lesson. In three-quar- dent that nothing would destroy Pickard but the Cobh— No. 2 Mixed ................
45
46
gate and report the facts in regard to the El point— simply informingthe Czar that the
actualorder withdrawing the troop*. At the word Oats— No. 2.
.
28
29
ters of au hour he knew more than half
the President gave the order, Packard was crashed, Rte. ..............................
Paso troubles. Gen. Ord is directed to detail Forte is ready to open peace negotiations,
66
67
of
the
Morse
alphabet,
and,
by
refer- and the commission returned triumphant to POBK-Mesa ......................
11 75 011 86
two officers of the armv to act in conjunction and that, from the Emp< r or a wisdom and his
Washington to be “ recognized ’’—one of them
with such person as Gov. Hubbard may ap- irtqnem expressions of love for peace. ring occasionally to the alphabet written Gen. Harlan, by a* appoiatmentaa Supreme Court Labd
o JX'* 7*
Hoos .............................
. 3 70 0 4 15
point, the three to constitutethe oommission. Her Majesty’sGovernment infers that he will out for a guide, he could talk with me Judge; another, Mr. Lawrence,by the release of
Cattle ...........................3 to ' 0 5 25
They will summon witnesses, take testimony, lend a favorable ear to the Sultan’s request on the instrument with ease. Of twenty Jake Rehm, the great whisky conspirator and deCINCINNATI.
and report all Hie facts, and whether or not A London dispatch says England'soffered that I taught in Philadelphia,sixteen frauder of the revenue at Chicago ; Gen. Hawley Wheat— R® ..................... 1 16 0 1 23
was
offered
the
agpolntmeut
as
Chief
Commissioner
mediation
has
been
refused
point-blank,
though
Cohn-Niw
......................
Mexicans from Mexico, and what number.
37
39
took part iu the affair at San Elzario. ..... uot offensively.The Russian answer is to the are now in London, where a number of to the Paris Exhibition,but declinedbecause the Oat* ............................. 28
31
salary
wee
to
be
only
f5,00»
;
and
three
offlcee
were
Rjb.
60 os 63
The yield of precious metals for the bbt 1877 effwt that, while the Czar wishes peace and is them are in the telegraph department
tenderedto Mr. MacVeagb, but declined on the Pobk— Mess ........................
.
g,,
§11
75
in the States and Territoriesof the United n.*aay to conclude the war on such terms as of the General Postoffioe. Two of
Lab1> ..............................
7W0
States, British Columbia, and the western
them have positions in Philadelphia.—
TOLEDO.
Mexico aggregates a value of 898,Wheat— No. 1 White Michigan....1 81 0 1 82
New
York World.
livery
Inexpedient
or
impossible.
500,000, which is an increase of 87,600,000
No. 2 Red Winter........ I 28 0 1 29
Silence is a crime: acouiesce
acquiescenceand inaction
over the yield of 1876, the largest known pre- peace, and not merely for delay.
BoAtkal death, dan tho Republicanparty, of Oats— No. ............
A series of deep-sea researches, aftei
a«
29
the year the heathen of India
GENERAL foreign news.
heroic achievements, be bound to aa adminlstra*
the manner of the Challenger investiga- tion which is noi a free
Floub— Choice White .............6 80 @660
The Panama Star and Uerald of a late date tions, is to be instituted toward the close bargain to Gens. John B.
Wheat— No. 1 White ...............1 80 0 1 31
Wade
Hampton,
and
tl
_______
_____
says: “A rebellion broke out at Puerta Are- of next year, in the Bay of Bengal and
No. 1 Amber ............ 1 27 0 1 28
WASHINGTON.
now in high office only throngh the blood of
49 /a jo
nas. The rebels, after cruelly assassinating the Indian ocean, by an expeditionun- murdered Republicans I Does not every voter in OOBH— No. ......................
A Washwotoh telegram says: “In the atOATS-MIxed ......................
29
80
the Captain of the gairiaon, set fire to the der the direction of the Government of the land know that Hayee and Packard were elected Bablet (per cental)... ............i 1 06 0 1 66
tempts of both sides to count up the silver and
slmtiltaneouAly, and held by the same title, Pobk— Men .......................
12 25 012 60
building, including the hospital, with all the India.
and that *ben Hayee abandoned and trampled
anttsilvervote in the Senate,both aides admit
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
down Packard he put an irremovablestain upon Cattle— Beet .....................620 0660
uutfc their respectivecounts
__ show an exceed- paJeD?»i.1V.8»,e|7'0()0
that
treasury
The cost of the famine in Madras is his own title 7 The Republican party has lived loug
robbed all the commercial houses. In the
F»lr .....................460 0 6 00
d<» vote, to CM. of V PlMUaDtU and
confusion they were killing each other. Of officially stated at $42,500,000, and in and survived many assaults and many treasons,
Common .................3 50 a 4 25
YWOf it ia claimed by the opponents of the bill
only
because
It
has
been
a
party
founded
upon
tho houses composing the colony only about Bombay at $10,000,000.
foos ..............................
425 @ 4 50
hijh prlncipicr,animated bylolty
lolly
sentiment, com.............................
2 50 0 4 60
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DIPHTHERIA.
Means bj Which the Prevailing Scourge
May be Averted,
[From the Now Haven Register.]

At a meeting of the Board of Health
last evening, Health Officer Liudaley,
in accordance with the suggestions of
the board at a previous meeting, submitted the following paper. Itftrill be
printed in pamphlet form for general
5. circulation:
Diphtheria is both a contagious and
an infectiousdisease; it is, moreover,
one of the class of filth diseases— that is,
it occurs most frequently and in the

most malignantand

fatal

form where

dampness and dirt do most prevail. The
means of protection, therefore, obviously
lie in avoidance of exposure to its presence and in the most scrupulous attention to cleanliness. Absolute isolation
of the sick, the most rigid purity of surroundings, aided by disinfectionwhen
required, would probably exterminate
the disease. The veteran sanitarian,
Dr. E. M. Snow, of Providence, says
that where there is abundant sunlight,
dryness,cleanlinessand pure air diphtheria cannot prevail. The same conditions will protect almost as effectually

ters of the fourth class, the department
MICHIGAN ITEMS,
must, to a great extent, accept the repTim State prison at Jackson has 828
resentations.Some interesting incidents
convicts and the Ionia prison 200.
are related of the the thriving business
done by the country Postmasters.The
Victor Dwight, of Owosso, ended
two largest business houses in Salt Lake his career by taking morphine.
City, receiving 200 letters daily, have not
The State Pioneer Society will hold
bought $5 worth of stamps from the Salt its annual meeting in Lansing, Feb. 6
Lake Postoffioe in two years, but they and 7.
have stamps constantlyfor sale; and one
B. 8. White’s planing mill at Fyfe
offered to furnish thee Salt Lake Post- Lake was burned recently.Loss, $1,000;
master with $1,500 worth. A Mormon, nsuranoe, $500.
from Southern Utah, coming into Salt
Chaplain Hickox has started a night
Lake recently, bought new furniture for
school in the State prison for the benefit
his entire house and paid for it in postof illiterate prisoners.
age stamps. — ]\ (uhington Cor. Chicago
Frank Booth, aged 24 years, was
Tribune.
thrown from a buggy at North ville and
almost instantly killed.
A KANSAS HORROR.

Murder of' a New York Merchant by HIi

is

The Menominee Herald says maple sap
running freely in the maple trees up

Edgar Allen Poe.
The late Charles F. Briggs, an experienced journalist, was a companion of
Edgar A. Poe. In a posthumous article
from his pen

some

hard things are told

this: “ He could write the
tenderest and most touching letters,
of Poe, like

which he would bedabble with real tears
as he folded the paper, to women upon
whom he had no other designs than an
intention of sending his wife or her
mother to them to solicit a loan of $50.
Some of these women fondly believedin
bis passionateinfatuation for them; bnt
some others were cruelly undeceived before he died. ” According to Mr. Briggs,
there was ample proof in Dr. Griswola’s
hands to substantiate the worst that has
ever been said of Poe. Wlien drunk he
was insolentand aggressive, abusive to
his wife aunt, and u terly disregardful of
decency, treacherousto his friends and
physicallyrepulsive. The following is
Mr. Briggs’ description of the poet at
his best. “ His remarkably shaped head,
high and broad forehead,his pale complexion, large gray eyes, which always
had a sad and tearful look, and his finelyformed mouth, all inchoateddelicacy and
refinementof thought and tenderness of
feeling. He never laughed, and rarely
smiled; but when he did smile there was
always a partially-suppressed
expression
of sadness. He spoke with great precision, as though he were dictatingto
an amanuensis, and never for a moment
gave utterance to what might be thought

An Open LeOer-Ir Hp^nks

for Itd-lf.

Rockpoht, Mass., April 2<I, 1H77.
Mb. Editoh : Having read in your paper reports of the remarkable enrol of catarrh, I am
induced to tell “ what I know about catarrh,'’
aud I fancy tho “snuff" and “inh&ling-tube"
makers ('more dollar grabbers)would he glad if
they could emblazon a similar cure io the papers. For 26 years I suffered with catarrh.
The nasal passages became completelydosed.
“Snuff," •'duit,’’ “ ashes," "inhaling-tubes"
and “sticks" wouldn’t work, though at intervi Is I would sniff up the 1
muff,
1

does. I graduallygrew worse, and no one can
know how much I suffered or what a miserable
being I was. My head ached over my eyes so
that I was confined to my bed for many sueoossive days, sufferingthe most intense pain,
which at one time lasted continuouslyfor 168
hours. All sense of smell and taste gone, sight
aud hearing Impaired, body shrunken and
weakened, nervous svitem shattered, and constitutionbroken, and I was hawking and spitting seven-eighthsof the time. I prayed for
denth to relieve me of my suffering. A fetor*
able notioe in your paper of Dr. Bage’i Catarrh
Remedy induced me to purchasea package, and
use it with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche, wnloh

Crasy Son, Who Nurses the Headless in that northern region.
Corpse in Solitude a Week Before DisCharles Nason, aged 22, was killed
covery.
at Ashland the other day by being
[From the Eansss City Times.
crushed under a falling pile of lumber.
Some time during the year 1875 a
The Coroner at Jackson has decided
young man named Arthur G. Wells
that
Peter Gunther, the man who was
of a second, nor in one hour or mouth, but in
arrived at Merri weather’s ranch, on
loss than eight minntes I was relieved, and in
Beaver creek, Kansas, and applied for found drowned in Grand river, committed suicide.
three months entirely onred, and have remained
work as herder or “cow-boy.” Not
so for over sixteen mouths. While using the
wanting any assistance, Oof. MerriThe people of East Saginaw have
Catarrh Remedy, I used Dr. Pieroe’s Golden
from most other dangerous diseases. weather referred the young man to some held a mass- meeting and appointed comMedical Discovery to purify my blood and
strengthenmy stomach. I also kept my liver
Such being the truth, neither individu- Texans who were herding about ten mittees to canvass for subscriptionsin
active and bowels regular by the use of hif
als nor communities can afford to ignore miles west. He returned a few days aid of the Vassar railroad.
Tloasant Purgative Pellets. If my experience
the fact tiiat they are in a great degree afterward and applied for board, and
will iuduoe other sufft rers to seek the same
The annual session of the Michigan
responsiblefor their own health.
offered to attend the cattle herd gratis,
moans of relief, this letter will have answered lie
purpose. Yours truly, & D. Kuuge.
When a case occurs in any family, the if he could be permitted.Being a State Sportsmen's Association for the
Protection of Game and Fish will bo
sick person should be placed in a room quiet, honest-looking youth, he was
a spontaneousor unconsideredidea.
The propriety of giving condition
apart from the other inmates of the permitted to remain in the dug-out, or held at Battle Creek Feb. 5 and 6.
medicine to horses, cattle and aheep waa die*
His
dress
was
neat
and
free
from
anyhouse, and should be nursed as far as ca’
ive, and subsequently engaged in herdFrank Pyne, a traveler,was nearly
cussed and admitted by many of the agricultpossibleby one person only. The sick- ing.
ig. it
It was noticed by
by the three men suffocated in bed in the Kalamazoo thing eccentric. He never wore an or- ural societiesthroughout the State last fall end
nament,
and
avoided
oolors.
His
manchamber should be well warmed, well in charge of the herd that Wells acted House, Kalamazoo, the other night, havwe believe that in every case but one they deners were free from affectation, and, al- cided in favor of Sheridan'sCavalry Condition
aired, and exposed to sunlight;its fur- strangely at times. He would remain ing blown out the gas before retiring.
though they were graceful and unre- Powders. Good Judgment.
niture should be such as can be cleansed out at night, and be absent sometimes
Postal routes have been established strained, yet he was respectful and deferwithout injury, and all superfluous for two or three days. He had a terriCHEW ~
in this State as follows : From Waus- ential”
things, as window and table drapery, ble abhorrence for writing or reading,
The Celebrated
con, via Tedro, Emery and Oakshade,
“Matohlehh”
woolen carpets, and the like, should be and appeared to be always in dread of
A ConvincingArgument
to Morencie ; irom Clarkston to Oxford.
Wood Tag Plug
removed. The family should not min- something. On his return from one of
A Rome journal explains to its sub.Tobacco,
E. A. Wakely, of Greenville, was
gle with other people. Visitors should his long trips from the ranch, he rescribers why it can be bad oheapet by
The Pionbeb Tobacco Com?AHT,
violently
thrown
from
his
buggy
while
be warned of the presence of a conta- turned with an old man whom he introNew York, Boston and Chicago.
yearly than by quarterly subscription,
gious disease, and children should not duced as his father. They went away, driving near the city, and received inas follows: “ In repeatedlygoing to the
Frank Leslie, Esq., cf the “Hlnsbe admitted to the house.
and, after a few weeks’ absence, returned uries which caused his death. He leaves office to subscribe, you may meet a
trated Weekly," says : “For some time past I
All clothing removed from the patient to the neighborhood, and seemed to be a wife.
friend not only in search of a match, but
should be at once placed in boiling wa- engaged in purchasingcattle and in
A youno student at Kalamazoo Col- of a cigar ana glass of vermouth; you have been using your Cocoaine, aud I think it
ter ; instead of handkerchiefs,soft pieces herding. The old man was not more lege named Edward Phelps, went into
may rub up against two or three beg- far preferable to anything I have ever used for
of linen or cotton cloth should bo used communicative than the son, but seemed the country to spend Christmas, and was
_
gars; you may get wet on a rainy day, the hair."
and immediately burned. Disinfectants to devote his whole time and attention fatally wounded in the forehead by the
or on a hot day fall in with hydrophobic Interesting to All Is the offer of a Genuine
should be placed in all the vessels which to the care and comfort of the boy. explosionof a gun.
Microncope lor a trifle. Bee advertisement
receive the expectoration or other dis- They did not want for money, and the
James M. Mills, Treasurer of the
charges from the patient. Disinfectants old man made frequent trips to Wallace Central and Atlantic Mining Companies,
should also be freely used in the sick- for letters. They soon ceased to excite of Lake Superior,acknowledges that he
sible expenses will certainly be avoided.”
room. Those which destroy bad odors remark or curiosity among the herders, has been robbing them, and has disThe Pope is now holding daily audiwithout causing others are best, such as and were left to themselves.
gorged $13,000.
ences,
and is even mending in health.
solution of nitrate of lead and chloride
About three weeks ago the Wells
T. B. Spencer, hardware merchant at He has shown great vitality in withof zinc.
herd, includingabout 150 head of cattle,
East Saginaw, has made an assignment
The sick person should not mingle was found scattered, and without a herd- to F. W. Carlisle for the benefit of his standing his late attack; which had
with others until fully recovered,and in er. This was remarked upon by others, creditors. His liabilitiesare supposed seemed inevitably fatal, especially when
it was announced that four physicians
case of scarlet fever until all roughness and, as day after day the herd became
to be $50,000; assets, $35,000 to $40,000. were in constant attendance noon him.
separated,
and
was
wandering
off
south,
of the skin, due to the disease, has disThe body of Peter Gunther, 45 years
appeared, because the exfoliated skin is cattle-menin the vicinity began to wonThe old and reliable piano manufacold, was found in the river near Jackson,
der.
Last
Sunday
a
party
of
three
catespecially infectious.
turers, George Steck & Co., of New
the
other
day.
He
is
supposed
to
have
VEGETABLE.
_____ fection of the sick-room tle-men rode down to the Wells camp,
The disinfe
been drowned from falling over the York, have taken a sensible view of the
An EffectualSpedflc for
should be thorough. The walls should in a ravine on Beaver creek, and were
I'eror.,
hard times by offering to the public for MalariounBowel
Complaint.,
papula,
be dry-rubbed and the cloths used surprised to find three dead ponies bridge over the race while on his way to
work.
the
present,
their
pianos
at
prices
in
and
several
dead
dogs
lying
in
front
burned without shaking, the ceiling
Jeondloa,
Two spring-bed peddlers at Vassar accordance with these times. Consider- Nauaoe, Colic,
should be scraped and lime-washed. of the cave, or “dug-out,” in the
ing that the Steok pianos have the enviblok Headache,
• »
The floor and woodwork should be washed bank. No sign of life was visible out- used insulting language to a lady beable reputation of being the best and
Constipationandl
with soap and water. The clothing or side. The door was found unfastened, cause she would not buy their goods,
most durable instrumeuts made, a good
bedding’used by the patient or nurse and, on entering, a sight was pre- and she drew a pistol and shot one of
many
being in need of such an addition
should be purified by boiling at least sented which almost paralyzedthem them in the cheek. She then had them
to a comfortable home will not be slow KaSaior.
with
horror.
The
headless
body
both
arrested,
and
they
compromised
by
one hour, and should always be cleaned
Tola Jiutlr celebrated medicine Regulate, the liver,
old
Wells was found paying her $15, costs of arrest, and in availing themselves of the rare chance pnnnotee
dlgeatlon,and fortlflee tbe ajateu against
by themselves, and under no circumto procure an absolutely reliable piano malarialdlaeaaea.
stances should they be sent to a laundry. near the entrance to the cave in a very making her an humble apology.
for near the same price they would have
Extract of a letter from Hon.
In case of death the body should be advanced state of decomposition.The
While Mrs. Gertie Barnes was addressAlexander H.Stepbnia: " I oooa*
to pay in getting a so-called cheap class
alonally nee, when my condition
young
man
was
reclining
in
a
berth
or
placed as early as practicable in the cofing a temperance audience in the hall at
requiresit, Dr. Simmon.'lifer
instrument with a fictitiousand doubtful
fin, with disinfectants, and the coffin bunk in the farthest end of the dimly- Pinckney the other night, the floor gave
Regulator,with food effect.It
name.
1. mild, and raite me better than
lighted
den,
evidently
asleep.
When
way, precipitating 75 or 100 people into
tightly closed.
more active remedies"
Be markable
Children certainly, and in most cases aroused, he sprung from the bed with the cellar. A number were seriously,
CONSTIPATION.
The BtioceBiof "the leading literary pajwr of
adults, should not attend a funeral from something in his arms which was but none fatally, injured. There were
TESTIMONY OP THE CHIRP JtrsnCE OF
the
Weat,
The
Chicago
Ledger,
in
tiuly
reGEORGIA.—" I have uted Simmon.'liver Ke««laWx
R
a house in which a death from diphtheria wrapped in a blanket He attempted about 500 persons in the building.
___ .
markable. Since its introductionto the read- for oonatlpatlonof my bowel., caoaed
by a temporary
to
or scarlet fever has occurred. But with to shoot the intruders, but was promptof tbe liver,for tbe last three or four j
The Michigan delegation in Congress ing public, sdx years ago, The Ledger ban derangement
and
alwan,
when
mod
according
to
the
direction.,
suitable precautionsit is not necessary ly seized, and, in the struggle the have recommended J. J. Woodman, Bteadily advanced in favor, and is now ac- decided benefit. I think It la a com! medicine for tbe
liver-at least inch
tnch baa been
bee my
that the burial should be strictly pri- head of the father rolled out of the Master of the State Grange, as a Com- knowledgedsecond to no paper of the kind in derangementof tbe Uver-at
penonal experienceIn the uae ol .V-HUUM WaMUUL
vate, provided that the corpse be not in blanket. He cried and begged for his missioner to the Paris Exposition.The the country.Its circulation is national, and Jhiof Justiceof UeorgU.
has been obtained through the efforts of its
horrible-looking pet, and, when hia deOlilUlXAYj AND ONLY GENUINE,
any way exposed.
President is receiving forty or fifty ap- publishersto prodoce a paper of high moral
MAVUFAOTVnZD ONLY BY
Because children are especially liable sire was gratified,sat on the floor and plications per day, and Commissioner character, and at the same time sell it at a price
J. II. ZEIUN & (10.,
to take and to spread these diseases, and hugged the ghastly, putrid head to his McCormick as many more, for places on
with the present hard times. That
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
bosom.
He
was
a
raving
maniac.
It
they
have
succeeded,
and
well,
too,
the
thoubecause schools afford a free opportunity
Price, 81.00. Hold by nil PnurwUte.
the commission.
sands of readers of The Ledgeb scattered from
for this, every child from any family in required force to bind and control him,
The Sheriffs of Michigan, at their re- Maine to Texas and from Oregon to Florida
which a case of either of these diseases but this was promptly furnished.
bear testimony. The Chicago Ledgeb is a
KIDDER'S PA8TllLE8.q
mall Htnwellk Co
An examination of the papers and cent meeting, organized themselves into will
has occurred should be excluded from
large forty-eightcolumn weekly paper, which
lei town, lUS*’
an
association,
with
the
following
offischool and be readmitted not sooner correspondenceshowed that the old man
contains stories both complete and continued,
An
cers: President, James Dart, of Ingham
in each number, written by the best authors FREE! FREE! FREE!
than one month from the beginning of was L. A. Wells, dealer in leather and
county; Vice President,L. W. Stanton, of the day, and a great variety of information
hides.
New
York
city.
His
son
had
the disease, except upon the certificate
of Oakland county; Secretary,B. A. De interesting to every one. The subscription price
of some competent physician that it will been accused of some crime— the correof The Ledgeb is only 11.60 per year, postage
spondence and the papers found seemed Mont, of Berrien county; Treasurer,Ly- paid, and it is equal in every particular to other
be safe.
to indicate murder of his wife. His man Gates, of Kalamazoo county.
papers of the same characterwhich sell for |3
All the above precautions concern the
The State Board of Control and the a year. Three copies of this valuable paper
father had followed him out to Kansas,
dangers of contagion.But the . conand was endeavoring to reclaim his boy, company proposing to build a railroad will be sent to any one who sends 10 cents and
tinued prevalence of these diseases in
"The Best
in the World.”
but lost his life in the attempt. Mr. from Marquette to Mackinac have come their addres*to The Ledgib. Chicago, III
any community is probable evidence of
Knowlton says the circumstances sur- to an understanding by which the work
Regular Secretion Fsaentlal to Bealtli.
insanitary surroundings,and of sources
will be undertaken and completedat
rounding the affair are briefly these
The regular secretion and flow of the gastric
of sickness, partially or wholly preventThe maniac son hod killed his father once. The matter was effected by a Juices, and of the bile which the use of Hostetable. The most exemplary housewife,
and everything living about the ram b compromise. The State waived the ler's Stomach Bitters promotes, an effects
whose home is the very model of neatwhich conduce materially to the restoiation of
at least about a week befofe the disco\- bond it had heretofore required for the
health, when the system Is disordered. Food is
ness and order, may have all her efforts
ery of the tragedy. He had lived alone completion of the work, and the com- not digested in the dyspeptic stomach because
defeated in a sanitary sense by a defecwith the corpse, evidentlywithout food, pany conceded the right of the State to the gastric fluid is deficient, superabundant or
tive sink-trap or a leaky drain-pipe,or
as when discovered there was no sign appoint one Trustee, and Gov. Bagley vitiated ; the liver becomes congested and the
an overflowing cesspool, or an undrained
bowel* constipated because the supply of bile
of cooking having been done since the was appointed.
is inadequateor misdirected. The Bitters reccellar,or even by a heap of decaying
murder.
tifies all this, and removes every ill-oousequence
garbage in her neighbor’syard.
and
The Effect of Low Tolls.
cent.
of iK M-assimilationand bilious irregularity.
Therefore,look well to the surroundDyed Cigars.
The operationsof the Erie canal dur- Furthermore, it stimulates the action of the
v.Tr'1 ¥m**
ings. Abolish filth, remove dampness
The artificial dyeing of cigars has yet ing the last year exhibit the wisdom of kidneys, by which impurities are, 10 to speak,
and all sources of foul air, especially attracted but little attention among smokstrained from the blood, and any tendency in
the policy of low fares with an increase
and 60 •
the urinary organs to grow sluggish and disoT'
from living and sleepingrooms. Disin- ers, and is conducted very quietly and is
of service and an increase of revenue. dored counteracted. Whether it be used as a
fect thoroughly all suspected places in apparently harmless, yet under all cirThe rate of tolls ou the Erie canal was moans of regulatinggastric or bilious secretion,
yards and neglectedcorners.
cumstances it should be condemned. so heavy that the general shipment of and relieving the overloaded bowels,or to prohe following disinfectant is both Every artificial change of a natural promerchandiseto the West by that route mote complete,and thereforehealthful urinaIfl
Boaton, Mae..
“ and efficient:
duct like tobacco,to give it a better ap- had declined, and in many lines of goods tion, Hostetter’sBitters may be relied upon
with confidenceto accomplish the end in view.
ke of copperas (sulphate of iron) pearance, should of itself be branded as
.The
Beef Trass without
had absolutely ceased. At the opening
MfltJu optinf*eftr iQftniM.
pounds, and dissolve in three gal- improper.When we must take into conBow to Make Good Bread.
No
m t>ug claim of a certain
of navigationin 1877 the canal tolls on
radical cure, but a guarantee
Use Dooley’s Yeast Powdeb, and you will
sideration the fact that the natural color
Western-boundfreight were reduced 50
have no difficulty. The substances entering
of the cover has an essential influence
per cent., and certain taxes on the boats
its composition are perfectly pore, healthy
The Sale of Postage Stamps.
upon the strength of the cigar, and con- were abolished,and the result has been into
and nutritious.
The Third Assistant Postmaster Qen- sequently most smokers place great value that the total number of tons of merHave yon Heart Disease f If so, we
Rupture, than any
enj of tboM
tboee for
for which
whl<
u>
eneral, in his report, devotes considera- on the color. By artificialcoloring, on
chandise shipped to the West from New
mad.. Circular, free. '
ivigan't claim,
clainia are
are*!
would
like to call your attention to Dr. Graves’ travaemnt
the
contrary,
the
judgment
is
deceived,
ble space to the abuse of the sale of
York in the season of 1877 was 408,596 HEART REGULATOR, a preparationspecially
POM Iff OY TRUSS CO.. 74fl Broadway. Nw Tort.
stamps by country Postmasters of the and it makes it impossible to determine
b 106,180 tons in the year previous, prepared for the cure of Heart Disease, Nerfourtn-classoffices, which are allowed the quality of the cigar from the color
lls collected were $53,548 in 1877, vousness and Sleepless Nights.
commissions on the sale of stamps, and of the cover ; for every dealer now has against $42,146 in 1876. The public bad
When we say it can be cured we know what
says that they comprise 96 per cent, of it in his power to
splendid dark 408.000 tons of merchandise transported we say, and can substantiateit by certificates
the whole number. The commissions cigars from hia very light ones without in 1877 for $53,548, while the year be- of cures, and, what is best, living witnesses.
BY W. A. OGDEN AND OTI1KHA. <
Bend to Fbank E. Ihoalla, Concord, N. H.,
ftr Singing School* and Chain.
k’ on the sale of stamps run from 40 to 60 any trouble. But we have especially to fore they had to pay $42,146 tolls on for a pamphlet containingcertificatesof a few
per cent The abuse appears when the notice that now poor colored and ref- 106.000 tons. The canal perfonned four who have been cured by its use. Also, dePostmaster at a fourth-class office sellsl use cigars may acquire a fine color, and times the service for the public at less scription of various forms of Heart Disease.
You can obtain the HEART REGULATOR
or trades stamps out of its delivery.The may be sold for good ones. On all theAe than half the rate, and the State of New
of your druggist Bmail size 60 oeatt, large
Assistant Postmaster General says that grounds dyeing cigars must be ranked
York received more revenue, and the size |L
the vigilance that has been exercisedhas as an adulterationfor the purpose of
boatmen earned more money.— Chicago
Diphtheria.—This awful disease is
faded to provide an adequate remedy. swindlingthe public. Unfortunately no Tribune.^
raging
again this winter, and ii almost sure
means
have
yet
been
devised
whereby
Experience has shown that second only
Paid to i
death if neglected but for a tingle day. If
to thfl fariety of expedients developed the people can distinguish such cigars
The Bank of Russia is supposed to taken in season Johnson’s Anodyne Liehnent
Postmasters in effectingsales is the in all cases from the genuine. All we hold a metallic reserve of $125,000,000, will cure nina cases out of ten. No family
TOW* on
usibility of the excuses assigned can do at present is to call attention to to be touched only as a last resource; should be without it a moment
them for needing unusual supplies, the fact mid recommend caution in the but now insinuations are thrown out
readadverPatentees
and, as there are over 80,000 Postmas- matter.— AWentf/fc American.
that this great sum is not really there. ttsementof Edson
in another column.
•

j
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the young folks would,
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Medicine Free
HOLLAND CITY NEWS. An Honest
of Charge.
Of

Saturday, January 5,
BSFOSI

or

THB KANSAS C0XX1TTZE.

While the eppolnied comiLittee to go

all

Tho toltowbg compriro* oar utock for spring,
with price* : but we oto farntuh tauuj other va-

DRESSED
HOGfcS,

qoantitlca.

rietiu* in einaller

A splendid stock of best market varieties.

Bronchitis, Hoarseness, tickling in the
throat, loss of voice, etc. This medeciue

Baldwin, Fallwaier, Wagoner
examine land and landofflces, does poativelycure, and that where every- Northern Spy. Greening. Golden Basnet
Peck’s Pleasant, SeeknofSther, Itambo,
were in session on Thursday last, to review thing else has failed. No medicine can
Qyidon, Keowlck Oodlin, Strawberry,
their report and snbmit it to their constitu* show one-halfso many positive and per D. Oldenburg,Bed AMrachan,Prluute,
inanent cures as have already been effected
outs, we were allowed the privilege to look
i™800*11by this truly wonderful remedy. For
it all over and glean therefromthe genera
Asthma and Bronchitis it Is a perfect
.....
tone and conclusionsat which they have specific,curing the very worst canis in the
selected ...... ... jjc
SO 00
shortest time possible. We say by all
arrived:
Crab Apple.
Skipping their entire trip from this city means give U u trial. Trial bottle* free.
Marengo,
Regular size $1.00 For sale by Win. Van Transcendent,Hyslop,
into the heart of Kansas we find them in
Montreal Beauty.
Putten, Hofland City, Mich.
Russell Oonnty, about 203 miles west of
Kansas,

to

’

rr.&f'

Grain and all kinds of Produce.
Inquire at the

Improved

From

the general tenor of the report
4

county and Trego seems to have been SHBRWrN-BOOST— On Saturday evening,December Mth, 1837, by Rev. J. Rice Taylor, Mr.
the more especial fields of exploration.

Numerous and immense excursiontrains

One year from bnd, 8
•• u , • 4

"

of moral

was

culture

Old
oh-

up.

immense

salt spring near

by;

sweet. Stone,

It is

for fences

fit

.
THE

can be obtained directly from the Government, under the different stipulations by

Congress. They found there, their old
friend Lucas de Weert, formerly from
Fillmore, Allegan Co., Mich., whoseemec
well pleased with bis situation and pros- 1878.
pects, and gave them a great deal of information about the merits and demerits
of Kansas in general, and Trego county
in particular.The water is good; the aoi
cbesp and

lots of it;

never

were better and sounder apples grown than

The

1st.

Dvil]/

Dwf. Pears.

importance, and cattle

it Timber

ALBERT BOLKS.

SUN.

about 60 miles

west of Russell Co.

The

committee ex-

1877.

statistics

Kockport, May Duke.
Ohio Beauty, Yellow Spanish, Black Morrello,

_

prove to be as large

fail

as in

still

„
We

that 200,000 acres bad been

actually sold in 60

day*.

Prices in

Trego

77.

Febraary. This number

is like

basket of choice fruit, beautiful to the eye,

with good things. It well

tains the uni

aus-.

venal reputation iu which

thU favorite publication

'

Sale.

Nurseries.

Wilson,

48-2m

Probate Order.
of Ottawa, s.

0rlthC
** Pr?Jbat®

^e County
Clu if7'r.nHdH.
in th.
uty of (.rand Haven, In aaid County, on Pri
day the seventh day of September,In the year

KLiiSjRl
e,ghil huidred •nd wventy-aeJe!.
Present:HantrxL L. Tars, Jndge of Probate.
0f

d
the

Mr,

tzW1'

TherenP°n R 1* or

hjjri^ofsddpetitionand

lerested in

that ths

heimnllsw

IS*'*'
“d •” olh®r P«noo* Id*
raid estate, are requiredto appear

John, White,

any other kind, all

wid Pillion and the hearimt

H Meykr&Co’s

cheap at

00

f

for sale

A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

TATE,

Jndge of Probate.

ire More,

10 00
20 00

48-8W

76
so
60

....iso

Joslin&Breyman,

[Next door to Harrington’s Cheap Cash Store.]

iooo
10 oo
10 00

Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

8

to

4

to

6

“
*•

feet

8 feet,
.

thankfnlft r tbelr liberalpatronage, we shall spare
no effort to retain their confidence in the future.
After an experience of sixteen years- In growing Fruit and Fruit Trees in Michigan, and carefully

grown here, we are with this experience, selecting
iog and instructivecharacter. We do not and cultivating snch varieties as we believe are
believe it possible for any of our readers, best adapted for cultivation in this State.

old or young, grave, gay, or religions,to
We are also testing and have fruited most of the
declare themselvesdisappointedor diswit- new varietiesof Fruit tbit arc now claiming popular favor, of which a number promtseto be valIffied with the literary banquet spread beosble, and we are yearly adding to our list such

we believe will prove profitable te
timely subjects; beautiful stories theming Fruitgrowers;and win furnish them to our cuswith pleasant thoughts; notes of Foreign tomers at very reasonable prices.

*• “
“

8

**

.....

4100

twice transplanted ........60c.
. . ........75c.

MONUMENTS

00

00

t

00

And

00

Watchmakers J

SCOTCH PINE.

5

5
to 6

18

twice transplanted..

“

‘**

inches,

60c.
75c.
1 00
25c.

“

“

once

.«

BALSAM

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Fill.

“ ““ .

transplanted twice, ........ 50c.
8
*... 75c.
12 inches
•* ........25c.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods,

All

Work Warranted and
Prices Low.

HEMLOCK SPRUCE.
twice tranwlanted,- heavy,
fine for Hedges ..... 60c.

bnsby and

Hive us a

25 00

twice transplanted ...... 1 00
to 18 Inches for hedges.... .... .. 15c.

6 to 8 fret,

BAVtN JUNIPER.
40 00
15 00

*•
'

i

'

DKOIDtfOUSTREES.
46 00
65 00
40 00

“

“

American
,l " 8to8 **
Weeping raonntsln ash, fine .......
home grown
4 yrs very heavy A bushy

“
"

tory; Fob, and so forth, in great variety. stock, the ezpenee and perils of distant transportaThis publication is Mr. Frank Leslie’s tion will be avoided. Having this faith in the real

All

(

Kinds

Spjcctaclk8.

GoW Voai.

Vail hint of

European mountain ash, 6 to 8 feet 50c.
very heavy ish$U> 10
1 00

**

before you order, and pat

50c.
1 00
8 O)
willow kflmarnock ........ 1 00

new American ..... loo
American ElmM to 8 feet ...... 40c.
masterpiece, and reflects the highest credit value of home grown trees and plants, 'we are European Larch 4 to I feet Transplanted, ........
...... 50C.
on both himself oa the publisher,and Dr. making every effort to grow aU the stock needed

industry.

A Large and Fine

isTiErw

stock:

— OF--

BOOTS & SHOES
—
—
BOOKBINDING! E. HEROLD,
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March

“

home

Holland, Mich., Aug. 25 (677.

60 00
10 00

inches high, transplanted... 50c.
10
•• rooted layers....... S0e.
18

call

ronize your

WHITE CEDAR.
12

of

We keep constantlyon hand the best kind <»r
•tock, and nlra a nice varleti of designs. Letter
ing done in the English, Holland andI German lullguagea, as desired.

DEALERS IN

2 feet,

3 feet,

all kinds

GEMETEET WORE
- m STONE. - Jewelers,

J5 (HI
60 00

.....

3 to 4 feet,
4 to

believe that Fruit tress grown In this State

will endure transplantingbetter, make a better
growth, and make better orchard trees,than will
those brought from a distance.

15
80
40
60

40c.
atlmes. ... 60c.

AUSTRIAN PINE.

while we ate very

varieties as

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

$10 00

twice

Manuiactunrs of

i

Bach. Hundred,

wl»b to annonnee to the people of Holland. 3
* and
and aU
all Fruitgrowers
Krai torn nteni on
nn the
thn Lake
Tat-,. Bhorc,
iIIw.m tv...
that 4

besides thU, In planting out

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Howe, and American.
or

inches transplanted...........16c.

12

11

And

CANALSTREET. 60

60

nip'.",

NORWAY SPRUCE.

soond well ripened wood; end

dotes of luteresting Subjects;Natural His-

good*

lower than any other House in the city.

Ornamental Stock.

brightened with 100 betatitul studyingits wonderfulvariety of soil and cllmato,
and also most of the popular varieties of Fruit
engravings,is of a most select, entertain

and HistoricalSketches; a u Borne Pulpit"; Religious Topics and Essays; Anec-

rnu:rure mysr,f nnd 8e”

$8 00

Hundred. Thousand,
$5 00

2 to

We

1

ss

&

St.

50

Wilson ......................$0
ypi. ch«n«y.. ...... .....
Kentucky .....
........ 1
Green Prolific....I.. ......... 1

not be excelled in their vigorous heal ihy growth and

Lands: rich Poems; Music; Biographical

H. HTTBEK,

STRAWBERRIES.

filled,

fore them here. Articles oa a variety of

Wheeler

$8 U)

Lawton Blackberry ................ 2 00

oar stock of trees and vinea for spring sales can-

is held.

The lltendui* with which its 188 pages

'

.

SCOTT,

fruit-trees.
unto a

$1

Raspberries.

Kent County, Mich.

W

— AT-

Weed, (trover & Baker,

Houghton seedlings..M.‘ ........ $1 50

m

on short notice.

Dos. Hundred

Klttatinna Blackberry ............. 3 00
Wilson’sEarly Blackberry ......... 4 00

Lowell

1

Singer, Victor,

50
Gooseberries.

.

took elsewhere.

ore

Versalllalse,

White Grape,
Black Naples.

tv. - HOWilD A McBRIDK.
Holland,Dec. Ifith, 187T.

Their conclusion in genera) is— that
with ordinary blessings an industrious
farmer can get along nicely, but if anyone
Imagines be can get rich In a hurry and
by doing little or nothing,he will have to

filled

Cherry,

ing to the latest style

ote

H. Meyer & Co.

Currants.

U

township for colonization, it can be bought

and

W.

tered and repaired, accord-

STATE OF MICHIGAN. County

SEWING-MACHINES:

—

White Dutch,
Red Dutch,

al-

Row. New York,

Christmas Presmts
—

4.

^

$80

for less.

Leslie'*Sunday Magazine for

**

^

.

TRANSIENT.

Organ For

where an organizationsecures a whole

Frank

25c.
35c.

Each. Hundred.
• years growth ....................
$40 00
Lady, one years growth ..... ..... ...... $1 00 each.

epliclt

range from $2,50 to $5,00 per acre, and

A Vitoome Vliitt?.

•*

F
ten, with

0ld

At very low figures. Furs

MUNN

FINE

e share of the public patronage, afld
Han. Thonn’d.
will endeavor to treat onr gnosu in such a manner
Tamer, the beat red raspberry ...... $2
$15 00
as to merit their approval.
Philadelphia, red ...................2
' i 00
*'
2
J.
Mammooth cluster,black ........... 2 oo
15 00
Holla in), Oct. 25,
S7-tf Proprietor.
Davison’. Thornkaa, black ......... . 2 oo
Doolittle,black .....................
g 00

western mining districts.
Emigrationto Kansas is tremendous.

wassbown

|

!

furs

Co. F A 7th 8ta., Washington,D. C.

Very strong vinea transplanted.

a

STEADY

Office,

.

Grapes.

newly fitted np and furnished, and its location
ts the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
60 It Is now readv to receive guests, both

yield of corn is reported at

,

patents.

D
Branch

Each. Hundred.

“
*•

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

grazing.

ms

..V

Sweet Chestnut.

i

“

TH^hi

from
to 80 bushels per acre. The best market
for Kansas is Colorado, Texas and the

It

Orange, 2* feet ..........................
85c. each.
Angers, 2M feet. ......................
a>c. “
Reas’ Mammoth, 2)4 feet ..............50c. “

SCOTT’S HOTEL A

the State of

grasing. vast herds having grazed

The

Quinces.

“

u
J1?0 AJ?erlc*n- Messrs. Munn A
Co. are Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patents,
and have the largest establishmentin the world.
Patents are obtained on the heat terms. Models of
new Inventionsand Sketches examined, and advice free. A special notice Is made in the 8clent fle American of all Invention! patented through
this Agency, with the name and residence of the
Patentee. Public attention is thus directed to the
merit* of the new patent, and sales or introduction
often effected.
Any person who has mads a new discovery or Invention, can ascertain,free of charge, whether a
patent can probably be obtained, by writing to the
undersign ;d. Address for the paper, or concern
lug
A CO.,

Agawam, Salem, Iona,
Delaware, Wilder, Martha.

land seemed excellent for

over Trego county, and are

40c. 35 00
75c. ___

Concord,Ives Seedlings ..........
........... 25c. each.
$t0 caab, we will tend an extra copy free. Address
Each. Hundred.
PUBLISHER OFTHE 8i;N.New Yorti City. One year .......................... 10c, $8 00

poorly managed,
caused no doubt, by people going into
farming who had hitherto learned nothing
cattle

Each. Hundred.
26c. $20 90

................

5 feet

It cir-

Ansi ^

mapy farms were

The

.

to

cnlatea thronghontthe United States, thu Canada*,
4 to 5 feet, transplanted ......... . 80c. $18 00
and beyond. Ninety tbonaaml families greet its 6to6
............
24 00
wfllctjme pages weexly.and regard it in the.light
8 to 7
extra ......
32 00
Ol OTliflf*.milnflAll
T* _ _
^ *
pt guide, counsellor, and friend. Its news, edl-

Illinois. It was also observed that a great

abont it.

:

English Morrello.

One year, 8

"Dnbl*^'
r— li«hed. Po'r clabe of

!

PATENTS

r

Purple, Early Richmond, Gov. Wood.

Elton,

The Weekly Sun.

of the rain

etc.

A

Cherries.

four

side. Terms:
back we have noticed, that Trego is sub- This price, qn

HOWARD.

A nice large stock of enstom made

.>X;

50c.

Early

press their fear, and that is the only draw-

•astern vicinity the

•vv-WQFWfA MS B/l WVII1CKJIO

50c.

*

a.

Who does not know Tat Wxkklt 8uk7

ject to drouth, although in the immediate

^

85c.

is

lies

— -

Lombard,

COM.

brooks, which intersperse the whole coun-

1

Plums.

The Sunday edition of the Sun is an eight page
sheet of flfty-slx columns. While giving the news
or the day It also contains a large amount of liter-

only found along edges of th« rivers snd
try. This, Trego Co.,

8 “

“

very inexpensiveand easy, especial-

ly when one understands

.

„

years. 5 to 6 feet ............
2 and 3 years, 6 to 8 feet, extra .....

rais-

--

Progress, Social Science. Natural History, Geology. Astronomy,
J
Clapp’s Favorite,
The most vamable practical papers, by eminent
Louise Bonne,
writers In aU departmentsof Sclenre, will be found
Beurre Dlel.
nthe Scientific American; the whole presented
.
Each. Hundred. npopnlar language, free from technlear terms, II2 and 8 years, 3 to 4 feet, fine .....
$25 oo Justrated with engravings, and so arranged as to
2
4 to S *• exua. ...
40 00 interestand inform all classes of readers, old and
Tonne. The ScientificAmerican is prohjotlveof
knowledge and progresa In every community where
t circulate*. It should have a place in even fsmiWild Goose,
Canada Egg,
Washington,
fr. Reading Room, Llbrarr, College or School.
_____ Egg,
Yellow
Red Egg,
Terms, $8.20 per year, $1.60 half year, whfth inOermsn
..
..... - Prune, Jefferson.'
Duanes Purple,
cludes prepayment of postage. Discount to Clnb*
ShrophshireDamson, Winter Damson, Green Gage.
and Agents. Single copies ten cents. Sold by all
Each. Hundred. Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNN
4 to « feet, good trees ..............
$40 oo CO.. Publishers, 87 Park Row. New York.
5 to 7 “ selected.................
60 00
..l? c«nDwtlon with the 8clen-

fuse. Corn raising seems to be the prin-

is

- -

cal

75c.

Is a

--

-

Each. Hundred. talning to Textile Indus, ry, Weaving, Dye
:.
t<0
Coloring, New Industrial Products,Animal.Veire.76c. «0 00

Osband Summer,
Buffam,
Dutchesse,

1878.

MEW YORK.

Sun

THUS

Civil,Ha* and Hydraulic Engineering.
Mill work
Iron, Steel and Work: Chemistry and Chemical

. 50c. $46

Two

cipal aim, and to put that corn into pork
ts the next in

Sheldon.
Lawrence,
Buffam.

.

-ut yum icu ye*™ u renei ror a contlnuauce of the hcariy sympathy and generous cooperation which have hitherto bevn extended to it
from every quarter of the Union.

in Kansas; garden vegetables crew pro-

ing

Bartlett,

FlemishBeauty.

high, fine ....
6 to 7 feot, huavy trees.

—

hf

is rich; land is

Clapp’s Favorite,

To the Public.

Dated, Zkklamo, Mich., Jan.

•we.

Apply to,

cents.

5 to 6 feet

and firmness.
. — , —
— --A. Bolks & Bro.. i
Their next principal object was Trego would annonneeto the public that all accounts
owing
and
due
to
the
late firm must be settled st
county, where they found magnificent
sn early date, and paid to me. The business will
lands and in large tracts open yet, which
Tw-i®^00
‘“fejofor®.»t the old stand.
.

1-

BOOK PAGES.

4J»0

Tyson,

1877.

and build-

ent color

15 00

Susquebunnah, Jacques Rareripe.

Beurre de Aujon,
Vicar,

OK KBIT BOLKS.

ings is found in abundance, and of differ-

AUk-S. depot*!

Hills Chill,

ALBgRT BOLKS.

but above the spring

plat near the

M. D.

XTOTICK is hereby given that the co-partnership

The water near Russell In the Saline

ownnUed

A YEAR, INCLUDING POSTAGE.
WEEKLY. 52 NUMBERS A YEAR.
$8.20

Pears.
Osband’a Summer. Madeleine,

considered excellent, hot fast being taken

Rhrer, is brackish, caused by an

ifc.

INIHEWmD,
ONLY

Std.

soil is

Botks
Dated, Ziiland, Mich, Dec. U,

Mixon,

AmdensJune. Alexander, 20

Dissolution Notice.

tio 00

rim

World, Beatrice,

ales Early, Stamp

I

served.
Coal, in Russell, was only $3.75 per ton,

and only 5 or 6 miles distant. The

“ extra

?Im1ock* Foster,

in contact with the population

a large degree

6

Crawford,Late Crawford, Barnard.

Karl y

$eir ^dvertijurments.

very attractiveappearance,and wherever

came

4

to

loc.

.

feet...

to

selected trees .................

up land. The land afforded a

at, or take

mm ms

ihe host

Peaches.

daughter of Hon. John Roost, both of this city.

FOR SALE.

THITY-THTODtEAR.

James Bherwin to Miss Henrietta Roost, oldest

were noticed, all bound to Kansas, to look

E. HIGGINS.

41-4w

Scientific American.

Bach. Hundred.
feet high .................... 40c. |80 00

this

they

The

Coral A Whitneys,No. 20.

of

office

Near the Allegan Depot.

Kansas City, on the Pacific and Kansas
railroad.

WILL PAT CASH FOR

I

Apples.

~

Consumption,Coughs, Colds, Asthma,

to

WANTED! WANTED!]

hundred rate?.

me Heines calculated to cure any
affection of ihe Throat, Chest or Lungs,
we know of none we can recommend so
highly as Dr. Kng't New Dice very for

1878.

allowed at

50 trees will be

94, 1877.

8— ly.

-dual received

at

40 00
European Larch 19 to 18 tncho*. . 10c.
500
The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
Deems, editor of the Magazine. We heartiHweet Chestnut 5 to 8 feet, transOur growfop stock now eorera over forty acres
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
planted... ........
.......... 85c. to 40c.
ly commend it to every family iu the sad is yesriy increasing, yet when an unusual de- CauJpa, 6 to 8 feeL ............. tOc. to$i 00.
present located at Muskegon, he baa made arrangementa with Mr. D. R. Meents, at Holland, at whose A Complete a-aoriment of Cbildren'Mnd Infants’
country os being the must ably conducted mand Is made for some particular variety it somestore, on Ri vei street, all Job work for binding can
shoes for fall and winter, andafellllne ofa
DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS.
be left . I have purchaseda new and complete line
Ladles’ and Gentleman's
and cheapest Sunday Magaolne published times becomes exhausted, when we purchaseto supof tools and stock and will tornish first-class work.
ply the deficiency so fares we can, bat only from
in the world. It caa be obtained for one
,

for

.........

onr own trade.
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Mutbiv*. b. Uedcboir and A. Munting! Senator Yoorhees is making grgat
reparations for a speech on the finances,
have returned to Ann Arbor to pursu

S*

i

to be delivered

their medical studies.

Ouu dental sur^e«»n, Dr. Kurgu*t»nt has
arrived back from hi* holiday vi«it to

Another

is

Query: “WhywUl men smoke common tobacco, when they can buy Marburg

reported Irom

the Atlantic coast, and it is feared that

Ooldwater.

•

many

Our

aevcTe gale

readers will notice the

change

on the 15th of January.

price?”

Bros, 'teal of North Lardina' at the

vessels and lives have been lost.
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Emigrationto Mlnesota thii year is
A LADY at Fairfield, Maine, has a luxuSun- larger than it has been in over twenty
riant growth of natural hair eight feet and
years, and there was never such a demand
one Inch long. She is said to have refused

Die railroad time card on the Clti.A Mich.
L, 8. ft K. which went into effect on

day

last.

for land.

Until we hear different, we shall believe that Mr. W. Butkau received the
Wr understandthat Mr. N. Kenyon has
first New Year’s gift this year— a baby, ai formed a co partnership with Mr. J. Van

fv

morning,

Pullen, for the purpose of carrying on th

un offer of $2,000 Ibr

the Holiday trade.

The

Hampton Adminis- large invoices of

first year of the

Beautiful Mattalesse Dress Goods only

Special Bargains in goods suitablefor

It.

^jtratlon leaves South Carolina absolutely

We

have Just received 22c per yard.
10,000 Yards of Standard Prints, war

Ladies’ Silk Ties, Silk

Em-

Handkerchiefs,Silk Bows, Plain and

yard. Gto*
bunking business.This move will un-.TTree from debt upon the operations of the broidered Collars and Cuffs in fancy boxes, Canton Flannels8 cents.
Liar of letters remaining in the Post
doubtedly add strength to and confidence year, and with a handsome balance in the Hand kerchiefsIn boxes, Lace Handkertreasury.
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 3, 1878:
We received during last week, large inchiefs, Hand-made Bacques, Fancy Hoods,
in the bank.
G. Van Otterloo, Andrew Anderson, H.
Messrs C. Vinke and A. Wierseraa, Nubias, Gloves in great variety, Felt voices of Goods suitable for Holiday PresThe Kansas Committee have decided to
C. Boment, H. Elshuls.
look real well in their new postal uniform, Skirls, Fancy Fura for children and num- ents which we offer at very low prices.
have another public meeting of the mem
Wm. Vkubkek, P. M.
and if anyone feels like faultfinding witm|*Tous other fancy articles especially
Splendid quality of Ladies', Misses',
bers, and nil others interested,on Friday
Mk. J. Hummel intends building a afternoon, Jan. 11th, at Verbeek’s Half, to this new regulation, they cannot reason adapted for Holiday presents, all of which Children’s and Gent's Merino Underwear,
we offer at the lowest possible market
structure between Mr. Kroon’s hardware determine future action of the organiza- ably find fault with the quality of the uni
50 cents.
prices.
store and Mr. A. Plielstra’s grocery store, tion or transact such other business as may form, foi that is good.
- —
Just received. A handsome lot of
to be rented to Mr. Lasman for a boarding be brought before it.
Beautiful All Wool Beaver Shawls at
WELL-bred Parisians never treat. In
Ladies'
Silk Handkerchiefs, suitable for
house on the German plan.
public resorts, cafes, buffets, etc., the $4.00.
holiday presents, 25c each.
The newly elected officers of Grand
To the surprise of a great number of Haven Lodge, No. 139, F. & A. M., dur- French system of every man paying for
5,000 yards Fine Alpacas, in Dhirk Cloth
Children’sFancy Wwil Hose, In great
young folks u marriage was consummated Ing the past week are : John H. Mitcbel, his own drinks is strictly observed, save Shades; 15 cents.
Cn.
in the case of beggars, who are treated
variety, 10c -a pair. Splendid assortment
-in 8nturd.iy evening last, by
M.; M. H. Creager, 8. W. ; C. Sanford
jS
Splendid Assortment of Ladles' and of Jjadics’ and Misses’ Woolen and Merino
Shcrwin and Miss Henrietta Roost, oldest J. W.; B. F. Monty, S. D.; John Brown, sometimes to a cup ot coffee, but never to
whiskey.
Children Worsted Sacques, Nubias, Fancy tyoslery. ,
daughter of Hon. John Roost. Rev. J. J. D.; C. Dickenson, Sec’y; D. Gale,
The Ariiona Citizen is full of reports of Hoods and Scarfs.
Rice Taylor, officiated.
Treas.; M. Dodillngton, Tyler.
We have made very extensive prepara
:15 in the

1

nil well.

ranted fast colors, fi cents per

»

'

Mr.

rich strikes all over the territory. There

The

firm of (lecrlicgs,Becker & Co.,

Mr. Jas. Rice, the former popular land

are

more miners now

in the mountains,

Beautiful line of Kid Lined Gloves, Cas-

lion for the Holiday Trade, and our stock

will be found one of the most complete In
Rice House at Grand Haven, working their claims and taking out rich tor Gloves, Cloth Gloves, nod Gauntlets,
the
»
solved by mutual consent, Mr. Geerling»|,lk.(|Kalamazoo on Wednesday last. rock, than at any previous time. In every in all sizes and all grades.
(
rctiriug. It is rumored, in this connectio
aside* leaving a wife and two daughters, direction the sound of pick and hammer
Furs cheaper than ever, Handsome Customers will please bear in mind that
that Mr. Geerliugsis looking to the neighlie leaves a very large circle of friends In
can be heard.
Alaska setts, $3. Good quality Mink we have strictly One Price. OurQooJ*
boring village o! Yricsl&ud, to erect a new'
this and surrounding counties, and at one
On Wednesday last the remains of setts, $8. Splendid line of Childreo’s are all marked in plain figures from which
mill.
lime was one of Grand Haven’s most popthere will be no deviationundar any cirSergeant F. Vander Beldt were taken up Furs.
From reliablesources we learn that the ular ‘citizens.
and reinlerred in the new cemetery,where
most elaborately adorned and largest
Elegant quality Silk 'Handkerchiefs in
The old year closed remarkablyquiet the family own a lot. At the same time
Splendid assortmentof colors tn two (2)
Christmas tree was displayedin the M. E. around town, and the New Year was be
great
variety, at 75c; sold elsewhere (or
the, remains of the infant son were removed
button
Kid Gloves, 50 cents per pair.
Church last week, which ever made its gun in the same manner. On New' Year’s
• ------’ { »>< >
from the temporary resting place and $1.00.
appearance in this town, closely followed eve Rev.R. Pieters preached an impressive
Our
Cloaks
sre
from
the
best
manufac® jjjaced in the same lot with the lather.
in size and beauty by the one displayedin
Bargains in Black and colored Cash turers and for style and finish cannot be
sermon in the 1st Ref. Church, which wa
Grace Church.
Electric candles are the sensation li^l meres, .Black Alpacgs, Mattalesse Dress
largely attended, and on New Year's
.
Paris.
They emit no heat or smoke what-1 Goods, Knickerbocker Goods. The largest
morning
a sermon was delivered by Rev.
Up to yesterday morning we had very
Just received a splendid line of
ever, while in brilliancy they bold thej and cheapest stock of Dress Goods In
H. Uiterwyk, in the 3d Ref. Church.
fine cool weather, when it set in to snowCloaks, at greatly reduced prices.
same ratio to gas and oil lamps as sun to| Grand Rapids,
ing beautifully,to the joy of everybody
On Saturday last the Holland Fruit- in (Min light, and they cost only one fifteenth
who has anything to haul out of the growers Association held their annual „s much as gas. It is hailed as one of the
woods. We hope that those of our readers Meeting for the election of officers,etc greatest discoveries of the century.
who have promised to pay us with wood The officers elected for the ensuing yeaJ^g ft candle!
formerly

owning the

City Mills, has dis-

lord of the

city.

.

cumstances.

’

1

-

'

.

excelled.

as

soon “ as

forget

it is

good sleighing,1'will not

are as follows: President— C. A. Dutton

J

Van Eyk, B. Grootenhius, A. Bosnia, M. Harrington; Sec
crctary— I. Marsilje; Treasurer— A. H.

-it.

Vice Presidents—H.

_

P.

~

WURZBURG,

W.

Cor. Canal and Bronson Street,

Tf

GRAND

Ten mammoth cheeses from Herkimer
county. New Yfork, have just been shipped to England for exhibitionduring the

RAPIDS, MICH.

.

The following officers were elected for
Grand Haven, of Otholiday season, five were man jfactured at
Customers will please take notice of our system of doing
tawa Lodge, No. 48, I. O. O. F.: D. E. Dutton.
the Newport factory, and weigh six hunbusiness.
Hose, N.G.; J. W. Hutly, V. G.; Asa
We have just received on our tables dred pounds each, and five at the White
Reynolds, Sec’y; James Burns, TreasTTcopy of Vicks’ Floral Monthly Illustrated Greek factory—weight, five hundred
Mr. David E. Rose was also elected to Magazine. The simple fact that Mr. Vick
pounds each.
All our goods are marked in plain figures from which there will be no deviation
represent that Lodge at the next session of is financially enabled by his business to
under any circumstances,which saves time, gives fair treatmentto all. The above
Those of our farmers, says The Dallat rule will be carried out strictly to the letter.
the Grand Lodge.
publish such a beautiful and costly month(Tex.) Herald, who are best informed,estily catalogue about bis plants and flowers
A suit has been pending for the last
and seeds, is enough to convince anyone mate that there will be at least a third largfflwo weeks against Hendrik Laarman,
(bat his business is a decided success, and er crop of wheat sown this season than
D. B. K.
charged with “ assault with intent to car
takes the lead of any seed-man in the last. The wheat crop of Dallas and mlju
nally know a female child under the age
;lo
1 fi
"it /.
.'**? -j
DBALEIt IN
country. Address, Jaa. Vick, Rochester, cent counties have ever yielded abundantof ten years/’ being a daughter of Mr. and
ly, in many instances producing as much
New York. Price, $1.25 a year.
Mrs. R. Van den Berg, residingin the
as thirty five and forty bushels to the acre.
southeastern part of this city. He was
From a report appearing in ihe Vrijheid*
Mr. A. A. Pfanstiehl, while here on his
yesterdaybound over to the Circuit Court, Banter, we glean that the 1st Reformed
Burned oat bj the life lire I have re-opened tn
the atore formerly occupiedby
holiday
visit, preached several sermons—
In the sum of $500 with two sureties.
Church of Grand Rapids, in spite of the
hard times, has raised something over one on Sunday evening last in Hope
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
J. ROOST & SON,
Just as we go to press on Friday of last
Church, to a very large audience. He is
$1,800, of which almost $000 were used
week we learned that Mr. Chas. Richards,
lot improvementson the church edifice; fast becoming a popular preacher, and
sawyer in Mr. P. Pfanstiehl’sshingle mill,
Where I will be
he pleased to eee alt my old into is
the church debt has decreased consider- when Ids theological course is finished, he
ere aad as many now onus as will favor
was unfortunate enough to saw off two
will undoubtedly, with life and health, be Of the neateetetylee and best qniHtic*which 1
able, of which only $250 remains to be
effer cheaperthan anybody else.
tips of his middle fingersoi his left hand
a
living monument to the noble efforts of
A new Stock of
^Tpaid. The society was increased by about
the same hand which he got badly
former
years,
to
give
this
community
firstV ' 30
QO new
n,
members, and consequently hopes
Dr^r Goods,
mangled in the same mill in the same saw
to he self sustaining in the near future. class institutionsof learning. He now reats & Caps,
on the 16th of June last. Dr. Morris who
Among the members elected for a consis- turns to Chicago to finish his theological
course.
made a good job of it last summer, whs
Groceries,
tory, we find Mr. Jas. Van der Sluls, procalled ngaiu to administerto the wants of
Crockery,
The multiplicity of dogs in this city is
prietor of the above mentioned paper, rethe unfortunateyoung ma^
certainly annoying,and especially fur
elected as deacon.
Flour A Feed.
Specialty.
butcher shops, as was shown this week by
The most inloresling New Year’s gift
Etc., Etc,
The latest dispatches from Europe Indiwe ever had the pleasure to receive was on cate a great commotion in England about a dog of Mr. P. Noorman, who attempted
D B K. VAN RAALTE.
New Year’* eve., from Mr. II. Bacon, con- the Eastern question, the nation being di to steal some meat, at Mr. P. Klein’ meat
The Ooois
fint-clus
hall; but Mr. Kleis' hired man, Jacob
alstingof some very fine “Wilder” grapes,
the ensuing term, at

/

NEW1,1
STAXtl!

VAN RAALTE)

--

-

,

•

1

G. Tan Fatten.

Boots and Shoes

Makes Custom Work

an

vided as to their duly of joining Turkey or

CROCKERY!

was to remain neutral. In Turkey the ar- Kleis, drove him off, throwing something
« very unexpected and luscious treat. We mies are suffering from severe winter at him and breaking two legs; this exashope Mr. Bacon may live to preserve weather, hut in spite of this it seems that perated the owner of the dog, who sued
prompt delivery free of charge, can
grapes through a great many more winters, Gen. Gourko has suddenly taken posses- Mr. J. Kleis for damages. The matter
From and after this date, i be Arelied
upon.
was
settled
before
trial, by paying exwhfleforthepresent we extend him our sion of the Etropol pass through the Bal*
intend
to
devote
to
this
line
of
penses.
The
law
to
prevent
cruelty
to
hearty tiiaoka.
kans. Both the temporary bridges across
animals is very strict, but by poisoning
SEE.
trade the necessary attention,
the Danube are gone, and it is exceedingThe burden of • tremendous interest
them or by shooting them outright no
G.
VAN
PUTTKV.
ly difficult to provision the armies, conseand will keep on hand a com- Holland, Nov. 1, 1877.
bearing debt was too much for G. J. A.
such claim can be made.
preserved in their natural state.

It

PRICES AXE 10W.

(i

or CALL AHI

Pessink, and exactly with the change of

quently the armies will have to abide their

plete stock of White Granite
On Tuesday afternoou the annual meek
the mean time diplomacy ia on its feet, and ing of the 1st Ref. Church was heid
d for and C. C. Ware.
operationsto Grand Hapids, and on Tueskeeps the whole of Europe in a ferment, the transactionof the usual business,
day morning their place was found vacated
liberal deduction to
County of Ottawa— tn Chaaeery.
and according to the latest articles from mostly of a financial nature. The report
^-stock and all. We are very aorry, inJoseph Taylor, CompUlaant.
the most leading papers throughout the of the consistory showed the church to be tyiose who bny sets or in large
deed, <o lose subh enterprising young
John f . Weldon, Dt'fendsa^^^DHJJM
men; but the load was to heavy, for al- civilizedworld a European war Is classed in a healthy condition—a small surplus uantities.
In piraaaoes and by virtM of a dotree of uta
as among the probabilities.
atresu Coart for tho Connty of OuawA, In Chan
was reported of the aifferent funds. Amost any business to bear up under/ W(e
rry, made la the above entitled cnee, on th»
Rockingham
Yellow osry,
hope they may win back in Grand Rapids, . On Friday evening of last week the bout one thousand dollara was expended
by this body alone for the suppott of its
are in large supplies.
what they have lost here.
Hollandersof this city were treated to a
January, A. ». 1OTS, it
poor, and with one exception its poor are
o. J. vaarwerk.
lecture by Mr. I. Ai Be. Van Dogteren,
the afternoon, attbe front door of the Coirt Bone.
At a regular session of the Common
entirely supported out of the funds con
olland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875. ,
entitled “Reminiscenses of the NetherCouncil on Wednesday evening last the
tributed by this society for that purpose.
lands, ^ which wonld perhaps be Just as
following transactions occurred to us as the
The amount raised in differentways and
well styled “the true and the false phases
most important: The cross-walk petifor differentpurposes by the 1st Ref.
of life,’' as this was the moral elucidated
tioned for by Mr. H. Walsh, to be laid at
Church during the past year is about $3,
all through. His Dutch was beautiful,
hts own expense in the centre of that
quarter
natter line eroereelt,
eroeee* It, eem?
belnp in
In tee
the center os
of th»
th*
000. At the said meeting It was decided
his voice and demeanor impresfilve, and
l
JAMES
RYDER,
Pfwpriotar.
aorth-eaat
block, was refused by the followingvote :
that the pew occupied by the Van Raalto
his characters were well portrayed, al-

-the calendar year he changed his base of

time and wait for better weather; but in

A

mHSmSm
-

and

afSirsrn.^iSL'&i

fHCENIX HOTEL

Yets— Sprietema, Cropley,De. Vries,

kern

a. Noes—

Van der

Dy

Veen, 'Schmid;

'thus lacking a majorityvote of all the al.

-dermen elect, necessary

to carry

$ tire. The chief engineer of the

ment recommended
Fire Co. No.

any measfire depart-

the petition of Eagle

^

The

Council then

went into Committee of the Whole with
Vries Id the chair, to doUb-

crate upon Jhe sidewalk ordinance. Sev-

eral

bills

littlehigh

one or two instances perhaps a
colored; but any one who bas a

vivid recollection of winter sport • in the

Netherlands,will at once acknowledge
that his picture of that was a true one, and

for their annual certificates,

oertiflcales granted.

De

In

likewise with several other characters,
1,

as correct;this report was accepted, and

alderman

though

were allowed and reports made

aid read of mlnm* importance.

A

very intelligentaudience listened through-

out with the closest attention,and the
hearty laugh momentarily exchanged for a
deathlike (tlllness proved the appreciation

family since the erection of the building
shill be

known as Van

Raalte

pew, and

that it was the express desire of the meeting that the same be

by tho

used and occupied

children of the reverend and

farther proposed to put up within

thie

building, in the way of a marine slab,

thereof.

1877. \r:

-

-

'

d^i^J!*™1****

Farm

A .

** ** /or Otfivo
Kaiamui, CmrtabanCt Solicit*.

for Side.

I will sell ei
,

six

^^^!I5n9

miles

Buil?X;

school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
this land is partially i
Em 45 ft
acres of unimproved1
UrtTownA A. Bteketee’e
jp of Fillmore. In
(l

of the effort. Around the city the lectnre
U variously commented upon, and we will memory of the lato Dr. A. C. Van Raalte,
close by expressingthe wish to hear one as the founder and for nearly twenty five
| like that evvry
V
years pnetor
. .^4

1,

John

nected therewith of worship therein. It
is

ABEND Y188CBBB.

JAMR8 RYDER.

fouaMD, August

honored founder and first paster of the
Church, as long as any shall remain con-

suitable inscribed, a memorial to the

week.

caked).

(S*
•*# one-halfroda, tf tbi
hi* hotel ha* changed hand*, and will hencefojh be run by it* old proprietor.The travel Ing
caAmnnity can rely on the beat aecommoditioaa.
It attrition,near the Chicago depot, makes It the
Dated: November noth, IWT.
lost and eealokt hotel for the weary traveler.
ha idle

<
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TH* DVOiQ YEAR

Susan, going up and kissing the old good prices for your fowls and ducks."
quite faint with terror, she ralliedall her
man,
And away he sped at a tremendous courage, and determined to brave out the
Bsn here ran across and, coming up pace.
“ Wk* of flreeetIn the opal’.
attempt of the man to rob her of her
unpereeived, pulled* one of Susan’s
The market was becoming very full money.
And myriad ielea of purple cloud float In a aea of curls, which had tumbled from underwhen Susan reached Hazleton, and
*old,
For one moment hope revived. The
neath her cap.
•ome
many sounds of life resounded on all
stranger dismounted and passed his bri“Dotft, Ben, yon .plague I” cried Su- sides.
ui;,
dle over the low, overhangingbough of
san* and she tried to catch him aa he
Here stood ranges of stalls covered
EW red tcavoa strew the garden walk ; Ihe autumn
an elder-tree, and Susan took the opporducked
away
from
her
hand
and
jumpe<
ekadow. fail
with fruit, heaps of vegetables being
tflcraM the path, In gloaminggray ; the whittling over a settee, where he sat on the floor
tunity to whip Jerry into something like
piled behind in glorious confusion.
plovers call
a trot; but she had not proceeded many
*Mr comrades to the sheltering fen— the stealthy in the attitude of a frog, ready to leap i
Baskets and coops containing live
yards when the man came running after
owl skim. by.
she chose to follow him, But, seeing
YHMt time the white moon 'gin. to .how her cree- that she took no heed, he crawled up to poultry lined the interior of the market- easily overtook her, and, laughing dericent In the sky.
place. Farther on came the pens full of
her, and said
sively, led her horse back to the same
sheep and lambs; then goodly oxen; then
Aai rkss from river ride the mists, and cattle oeaee
spot, where he again asked her to deliver
“What
should you do, Susy, if
horses of various breeds, sizes and shapes;
to grate,
up her purse to his care.
lad lay them down beneaththe bough. ; »nd In footpad came up and asked for your colts and ponies, grouped in a place set
'v“ Better do
it quietly, Susan, my
Che gathering bate,
money or your life ? I wonder whether

*

*9v, Caraway,ttero
•

ut a glint of crinwon In the

.

_________

all the

money’s gone 1” and she sobbtc

still more.

“Poor girl !” said Ben, affectionately,
seeing the girl’s almost fainting condition. “ Come in-doors, Susy.”
Her aunt led her into the kitchen,and

Ben, though as curious as a kitten, knew
about horses to see that the one he held
must not be allowed to stand with his
flanks reeking from recent exercise; so
he led him off to the stable, and, having
fastenedand covered him well np, he r4
turned to the house, as quickly as his
legs could carry him.
At this moment all were startled, ns
old Jerry came bungling into the yard
apart for the pnipose.
The march-lights show their glitteringsparks of
dear,” he urged. “I shall take it by with a clattering, ungainly gallop, stripped
you’d call me a plague then ? Ha, ha 1”
all-dflusive
fire,
Tins, pans, crockery and wooden ves'Itetare the heedlemwayfarer unto the treacherous
“I shouldn’t want you.”langhed Sn-» sels attracted the housewives to the cen- hook or by crook.”
of his usual accoutrements.He made
mire.
Susan still stoutly refused, declaring his own wav to the stable; and Ben, ensan : “ for I should tell him to go about
ter of the market, and toys and sweetswith many assertions that she carried no tering the kitchen, found Susan sitting
Wet are the last few flower, with dew— the dahlia’s bis business, and ask what he’d do with b tails kept their venders perpetually on
purse.
RO'-peouscrown
my life when he’d got it ”
by his grandfather in the chimney-corthe alert, so attractive were these wares
Bows heavily Its petals bright,with glitteringgems
“Well, then, we must try what can ner, while she recountedthe adventure
“ Ah 1 it’s all very fine to be pert now,
beet down ;
to the children of the community.
be done by searching.It’s a tiresome she had met with.
The crimson fuchsia gently nod. her purple-lined but yon’lljlong for poor plaguey Ben
Susan having met Thomas, and given
belli;
process, but I'm very patient, and not
then, I know
and Ben here not only
“ Ben was right, you see, and I did
Jerry into his charge, entered the marTim fro ty nights creep on apace, and the short
pulled the curl again, but tweaked the ket, and did her best to^ffect the sale of pressed for time to-night”
meet a highwayman,” she said, as her
• ’ daylightjtells
He lifted Susan out of her saddle as spirits began to return. “But I’m so
cap off the girl’s head. She caught her poultry; while the farming-manun•rooming winter ; when the earth shall robed be
him, and was in the act of administeiug dertook the vending of the cows, sub- easily as if she had been a baby, un grieved to have lost your money.”
with snow,
saddled Jeriy, turning him loose to
dad bare shall be the foresttrees; nor shall there punishmentby a box on the ear, when
“What does it matter, so long as
mitting his bargains to Susan’s judgment
longer blow
graze as he pleased,and commenced you’re safe, my dear?” said old Mr.
he leaped over her stooping form, and before concluding them.
•M bloom of all the bloMom. fair that brightened
searching her baskets. Finding noth- Dale, patting h«r hand.
ran up-stairs to bed.
summer hours,
The day soon came to a close; all their
TUI the spring shall smile on th» earth again, and.
The next morning Susan rose at 5, marketings were attended with good suc- ing but a few parcels of tea, calico, and
“Why, the horse you were riding is
faring us back the
f
and dressed herself with much care and cess, and Susan, having made her pur- ribbon, which he carelessly threw down worth more than what you’ve lost, I’ll
neatness.Ben met her os she came to chases at the draper’s— an old friend of in the road, he next begged the terri- be bound,” cried Ben. “ It’s a beauty,
A HWttWATJUl! OUTWITTED;
the kitchen door ; and Mrs. Dale, who her aunt's, at whose house she usually fied girl to remove her hat and cloak, grandfather ! What a brave, clever
was already down, began to cut large dined on these occasions — concealed her and, coming close to her, began feeling trick you played in riding off on him,
,, Or, Kxchange No Bobbery.
slices of bread-and-butter,and told him money, to the amount of thirty pounds for her pockets.
Susy! But why was he so vexed about
Susan’s indignationknew no bounds
to be quiet and get his breakfast.
the saddle ? Why, of course he thought
(From Loudon Society,Christmasnumber, 1877.]
in gold and notes, in tho secret pockets
Susan went to see that her basket of of her stays, purposelymade to stow but the robber only laughed, and told there was money in it. That’s where
Dingle farm was such a pretty place.
Charmingly situated at the foot of a poultry, eggs and butter was ready awaiy these treasures, and mounted Jerry her he should take every means to ex- robbers hide their plunder. I’ll be
tract the gold from her, and, taking out bound there’s something in his saddle.
packed.
for her ride homeward. Very blithe was
tflope, it commanded an extensiveview
“ Don’t let the ducks go for less than Susan at the result of her day’s work. a large clasp-knife, he said : “It’s such I’ll go and fetch it. Hurray !”
dl « beautiful Kentish valley, the ground
a pity to cut this pretty bodice asunder ;
Off ran the lad, and, calling one of
toa ridge of wooded hillg in the six shillings the couple, child,” said Mrs. The cows had fetched a capital price,
Dale, “and get as much as you can for and the heifer alone remained unpur- but I must, if you are so obstinate. the men, desired him to unsaddle the
Bless yon, do you think I’ve been years animal and groom him down immediBi steep tiled roof, covered with yel- the fowls. Ducks are in season, and ohased. Her poultry was all sold, and
on the road, and don’t know the ways of ate!
ately.
ought
to
fetch
a
good
price.”
low lichena,F indicated
its antiquity,
not a pat of butter remained in her
—
---va
vj | and
CSULA
you
pretty little maids ? The money
“
Busan’s
a
duck
herself,”
chimed
in
The saddle, when removed, proved too
basket
Joe numerous farm-buildings,ricks and
that was paid for the cow is somewhere heavy for Ben to carry into the house,
Ben.
which stood around
nd in
‘
picturSusan determined to return by a lane
“You’re a goose, at all events,” re- which wound circuitously from the town about, and I am pretty certain it’s in a and old Mr. Dale, who had followed him
esque confusion,marked it as wealthy
particular pocket of your corset I shall to see the horse, aided him to bring it
and prosperous
roeperous in a language of their joined Susan; “ though I shouldn’tlike of Hazleton to the borders of Dingle
cut your laces if you try my patience too in. They laid it on the kitchen table,
to have the selling of you, for you would
An orchard of venerable,but not
farm. By this she would avoid the soIke lees full-bearing,apple and pear not fetch much.” And she sat down op- ciety of several half-tipsyfarmers and long ;” and he began to insert the knife and commenced searchingit all over.
into the lace of her bodice.
In the padding they found bank notes
trees ran up the incline behind the posite the boy and began her breakfast, rough horsemen,whose proximity was
Susan, tremblinglest she should lose amounting to £200, and, from an artfulthe
farm
servants
coming
in
soon
after
to
bouse; the pasture-fields were intersectvery undesirable. Jerry stepped out as
her senses, now made vp her .mind to ly-concealed leather lining, under the
ed by woods of oaks, under which a get theirs.
was his wont when he scented his stable
part with her money, and assured him saddle- flaps, golden guineas poured out
“ Tummns started betimes,”said Ben; in the far distance ; and Susan hummed
tangled mass of undergrowth lent a
that if he would retire out of sight for a in incredible numbers on to the table.
I heard him go. Make haste, Susy
wild beauty to the spot, the birds
» herself as she looked on the beauty of
few minutes she would get at her pocket
“ Oh, my eye !” cried Ben. “ Why,
topping up a sweet incessant concert eat away.”
he evening and the scenery around. *
and give it into his hands.
Susy,
you're the robber, after all !”
from sunrise to sunset in the branches
Birds were singing their soft evening
“There’s no hmry, my dear,” said
The robber declared that he could not
“ Oh, don’t Ben !” said Susan, beginabove.
ays
;
shadows
fell
darkly
across
the
road
Mrs. Dale, as she stirred her porridge;
do that, but that he had no objection to ning to cry.
Two shady lanes led down to Dingle “ but you can go and see if Jerry’s all rom the overhangingbows; the last
turn his back. I don’t want to distress
The astonishment of the old people
fmm from the high-road,which was more ready, and bring him round.”
rays of the sun gleamed brightly
you, my dear,” be said ; but he pulled was unbounded. They went on countthan half a mile distant This old and
hrough
every
gap
in
the
hedge
;
and
Jerry was the horse, of respectable
out his pistol at the same time, and ing and counting till they arrived at the
attractive place had been for generations and ancient appearanceand somewhat fleecy clouds, tinted with the gay colors
stood waiting.
sum of £1,000, and they looked from one
ia the possession of the Dales, a respect- clumsy build, on which Susan usually of a parrot’s wing, floated away eastward
The poor girl proceeded to take off her to the other, scarcely crediting their
able and wealthy family of farmers, and made her journeys to market She was in the pale-blue sky.
senses.
among the villages and country round a good horsewoman, having been accusSusan had not proceeded two miles dress, and, aft'jr some difficulty, removed
her stays, and, donning her cloak hastily,
“Well!” exclaimed old Mr. Dale,
waa better known by the name of Dale’s tomed to ride about the farm with her when the sound of a horse’s hcofs struck
threw them down before the highway- “ the first thing to be done is to give this
farm. It waa inhabited at the time of grandfather since she waa quite a child, on her ear ; and, as she turned to look up man.
up to the proper owners. Susan’s nothour story— the latter part of the last and she was rather impatient of Jerry’s the lane to see who it might be, her
He seized upon them, and, discover- ing to do with it, nor have we. But I
oentury— by old Mr. Dale and his slow paces, though she knew them to be well-dressedacquaintance of the morning the pocket, soon rifled it of its con- think it’s our duty to inform the patrol
widowed daughter-in-law. Richard a necessity on market-day.
ing rode up to her side and greeted her
tents, and then picked up her dress, and where they are likely to find yonder rufwith
a
polite
bow.
Dale, her husband, died soon after the
“ Lady, your palfry waits,” cried Ben,
began to feel about the linings, to find, if fian. Deprived of his horse, he cannot
bfrthof their youngest child, the only bowing at the kitchen door with mock
“ Well met, Susan ! Why, you’re
possible, more bank-notoa which might proceed far from the spot, and Susan
•aarvivirg son out of four, three of whom dignity.
late from market. I hope you’ve been
be sewa up in them. As Susan stood may as well have any reward that Govdiel in mfancy.
successful”
“Bless the boy 1” exclaimed his mothshaking and irresolute a sudden thought eminent may be ready
tao* to give; and this
Uns boy, now 13 years old, waa doted er; “he’s full of fun, I declare. Come
“ Pretty well” curtly replied the girl,
seized her. Catching up Jerry’s saddle, fellow is venr likely to be the man wAh
who was mclined usually to be reserved
* y his gnmdfatherand widowed mothand help Susan with her baskets.”
which lay on the ground at her side, robbed the Yorkshire coach t’other day.
to strangers.
An orphan grandchild of old Mr.
Jerry was led to the mounting- stone,
_
a
1 „ f nn
_____ a
IWe'Mbrigh^ c^r gjd o^20, named which stood in the yard, Susan was duly “ Why, you’ve an empty basket, I she threw it over the hedge, exclaiming, They offer £100 to those that find him.”
“You shan’t have it all, at any rate.”
“ Oh, pray don’t, grandfather— pray
. _Do.you
______
_______
ve.
know _I was
not so
, aswi- -y- ^iem able® settled on her saddle, the baskets ad- peroei
The thief, off his guard for the mo- don’t let me be the cause of his being
toe death of her mother, his only
far off as you might think ; I saw you
justed, and the horse ambled away up
ment, and thinkin that the saddle might taken !” cried Susan, imploringly.
daughter, and was Mrs. Dale’s right the wooded lane.
while you were making your bargains,”
contein the greater part of the spoil,
“Nonsense, my dear !” replied the old
band. She directed the Bervanto, looked
“Think of me when you meet the said the gentleman, loosing straight at threw down the dress with an oath; and. man; “when the path of duty is straight
fter the daiiW, fed the poultry, kept the
Susan with a knowing look.
robbers, Susy,” squealed Ben after her,
cursing frightfully, clambered into and and clear before you, vou must walk up
accounts, and always went to market on
“Well,” returned she, raising her eyeas he pretended to be overcome with
over the hedge to recover the saddle. to it, though it’s hard
‘d and unpleasant
markit days, Mr. Dale being now too in- grief at her departure.
brows, “I had a notion that I caught
One of his pistols fell from his coat to You don’t wish yonder thief to take more
Arm to undertake the journey and transsight of your face once ; but, seeing it
Susan rode along, enjoying the fre?h
the ground; Susan threw it over the op- money, do yon, from those perhaps who
*ot business.
morning and the song of the birds. The belonged to a man in a smock-frock, of posite hedge, and, releasing the bridle can ill
II spare it?
it?”
The market was held at Hazleton, a dew twinkled on the grass and herbage, course I took no heed.”
of the robber’s horse, climbed nimbly
Without
delay Mr. Dale dispatched a
town distant about seven miles; and and the san glinted through the trees
The stranger laughed, and there was
by the aid’ of the stirrup on to hie back, man with a full description of the robhither the farmers sent their cattle, overhead, while the scent of the hay, something in his manner which made Supassing her right knee over the large ber, and instructions to the patrol as to
san feel uncomfortable.
poultry and vegetable produce for sale
now being made into ricks, filled the air
pistol holster, and giving the animal the the likelihood of his being in the neighthe first Wednesday in every month. with its delicious fragrance.
He proceededto ask her numerous reins, golloped up the lane at a tremenborhood, and early the next morning a
These journeys were attended with some
questions, to which she gave at last only
When Susan turned into the highdous pace.
search
was set on foot in all directions
anxiety and not a little danger from high- road she found it full of carts, horsemen monosyllabic answers ; for the courteous
A loud curse and the crack of a pistol, by the officials at Hazleton.
waymen, who still infested the roads,
manner
of Mr. Hamilton St. John, which
and farmers, all bent on the same errand
which only caused the horse to increase
Within three days the notorious thief
-and who did not fail to make use of as herself.
had so attracted her in the morning, had
its speed, followed; but the bullet missed
Bob
Reeve (for such was his real name,
market day as an available opportunity
given place to an unpleasant familiarity
It was of no moment whether she ar- of tone, that grated upon the girl’s sense its aim, Susan heard it whiz past in and that by which he was known on the
lor plunder. As the road was much
dangerous-proximity to her ear, and it road), was tdken, The patrol had been
frequented on these particular days, rived at Hazleton sooner than her neigh- of refinement ; and she hoped that her
then lodged harmlessly in the trunk on his track since his attack on the Yorkbors,
so
she
took
no
pains
to urge on
went backward and forward
disinclination to converse would presentof au old oak by the wayside.
shire coach, and had no difficulty in sewithout fear of an encounter with these the steady-goingold horse, and she was ly induce him to ride on, and leave her.
Away flew Wildfire
like the wind, with curing the villain when furnished by Mr.
soon
left alone at the foot of a steep as------uncomfortable gentry.
He soon remarked on her taciturnity,and
busan on his back, and her courage Dale with the particulars of Susan’s rencent.
It was the evening before market-day.
asked her why she was so nilent.
rose every moment, as she remembered contre with him, and her descriptionof
Before
many
minutes
had
elapsed,
a
“I don’t care to talk much to stranSupper was just over at the farm, and
that old Jerry had wandered graving np his person.
Mrs. Dale was busy removing it from gentleman oh a fine bay horse overtook gers,” she replied.
the lane, and that it would be impossiHe'
Se was lodged in Oreystonejail, and
the large old-fashionedoak table in the her, and, reining him in with difficulty,
“ But I have told you my name, and
ble for the thief to overtake her on the was shortly after convicted and execukitchen. A bright fire blazed on the asked if he were right for Hazleton, and you may judge when you see a gentlewell-bredanimal she rode, even if he at- ted. The money found in the saddle was
man,” said he.
spacious hearth, though it was tho end if it were market-day there.
tempted
pursuit. For an instant, a clat- duly handed over to the Government,
Susan looked round at him, and was
of June, and old Mr. Dale sat in the
“ How do I know that you are a gentering of hoofs made her look hastily who offered half the reward set on the
chimney-corner under the immanse chim- struck with the handsome aquiline face tleman?” asked Susan bluntly. “I
back; but the noise was only a lumber- man’s head to Susan. She, however,
where a collection of ham a hung in and piercingdark eyes which seemed to think its very bad manners to ask so
ing attempt on the part of old Jerry to could not bring herself to accept it, but
read her through. Dressed in the best many questions. At all events, it’s not
vvarious stages of smoking.
follow, and keep np with her. Susan’s entreated that she might keep the rob‘“.Now mind, Susan, that you be early fashion of the time, his horse carefully the way simple folks are taught.”
hurried ride off aud the shot of the pistol bers horse Wildfire. This, after much
groomed
till
its
glossy
coat
shone
'formartret to-morrow,” said Mr. Dale,
“Who do you think I can be, then,
brightly in the sunlight, he made a Susan, my dear?” inquired the horseman had disturbed his calm grazings,and he correspondenceand deliberation, she
as she seated herself.
turned with a clumsy start before the was permitted to do, to her great satis“ Never fear, aunt ; I’ll be off betimes. marked contrast to Susan, on her thick- insinuatingly.
robber
could lay hold on her, and, unin- faction, os she regarded the beautiful
“You may be a highwayman for
Thomas must start first with the two made, clnmsy animal
cumbered by Susan, baskets, or saddle, animal as the cause of her escape from
“Youare
bound
for
the
market,
too,
•cows and the heifer,and Til follow when
aught I know,” courageously exclaimed
trotted off at a novel and excited pace danger, and perchance death. The
they’re well on their way. Don’t yon little maid 1” inquired the gentleman, the girl
after her. Certain now of safety, she money found on the highwayman was
•mstarb yourself in the morning, aunt raising bis hat as lie spoke:
Her companion laughed loudly and
“Yes, sir. All the folks are going long ; and Susan in anger, and despera- urged the beautifulanimal she sat on to restored to Mr. Dale) and poor Susan’s
its utmost speed, and dashed desperately mind was therefore relieved on this
* Bless the child, as if I shouldn’t be there a’moet, this morning, I think,” an- tion at his pertinacity, endeavoredto
homeward.
poiati
end about against your starting 1 I swered Susan shyly.
urgepoor old Jerry to a better pace.
“ Why, here’s a go, mother I" cried
She married before long a farmer in
“And what have yon there ? Chickens “What a good gnesser you are, my
shall see to yoox breakfast,of course.”
Ben, rushing into the faim-kitchen full the neighborhood, and never ventured
and
butter?”
her
interlocutor
went
on
to
I wish you’d let me go, too, mother,”
dear I” cried the horseman. “Suppose tilt. “Here’s Susy tearing down the to market again.
said Ben, the boy before mentioned, who say. “Do yon like the business of buy- I take you at your word, and ask yon,
lane like mad ! I never thought Jerry
Ben was m due time investedwith the
was whittlinga stick at the door, “I ing and selling ?”
after the fashion of real highwaymen, could go so fast I was on the hayrick,
longed-for dignity of selling the farmibaow I could help Susy.”
“ It depends on the prices I get for to let me look at your purse.”
and saw her coming. She’s something produoe. He faued to encounterany
“No, no, no, my dear; you're too them,” returned Susan quickly.
“I don’t carry a purse,” replied the white on.”
gentlemen of the road, and, as his
young,” replied his mother, while the
girl, now somewhat alarmed, and believ“ Susan in white 1 It must have been grandfather often told him, it was too
for
a
mi
old man, removing his pipe, said, ooaxing that her suspicions as to his strange her ghost,” said poor superstitions Mrs.
much to expect two out of the same famjngly :
behavior were not without foundation.
Dale, putting down her dishes, and ily to meet and outwit a highwaymen.
'•All in good time, my lad; all in good Sosan rode on, wondering what a well“Do you sec this?” said the man, in a turning pale with apprehension.
iissa. Let things come by degrees. bred man, on a thorough-bredhorse, jeering tone/ drawing a small pistol from
A great clattering of hoofs over the
A Filter to Purity Air.
Mind your schooling now, and you’ll be could want at H&zleton on a market- his breast pocket “ If« a little instrustones
of
the
yard
soon
divested
her
At a recent meeting of the New York
all the better farmer for a little book- day.
ment I carry, to induce people to tell the mind of this absnrd notion; for, rattling
larning.”
While she mused on these points, he truth. Perhaps it’ll make you do so. up to the entrance, hardly reined in at Academy of Useful Art*, attention was
called to a simple method of filtering
“Bat suppose Susy should meet a he again overtook her.
Gome, out with your money,” he added, the house-door,came the dark-bay
the air of an apartment The object is
highwayman, grandfather. Then I
“ May I ask your name ” he said.
in a rough voioe, catching hold of Jer- horse, flecked with foam, having galto free the air from dust, excessive^
rfiould be of use. Wouldn’t I tackle
“My name is Susan Stidolph,” she ry’s briole at the same moment.
loped for at least five miles at the top of dampness,and possibly, from thegerma^
him just 1 II would be fan.”
answered simply; and, though shewould
Snsan was a spirited £irl, but she his speed, with the excited, half -clad
of mnlana. The contrivance consists
“Eh, Isd, eh 1 Yoon* folks talk a have given much to ask him the same turned pale. They had arrived at a part girl
upon his back.
essentiallyof a fibrous woven fabric,
deal o* nonsense,” laughed the old man. question, she refrained from innate feel- of the road where it sank between high
It was the work of a moment for Ben strengthened by braes wire. It is to be
“Those gentry you speak of sre not so ings of courtesy.
hedges, and a rising ground on either to seize the bridle, and hold the animal’s
applied, to windows and ventilators, and
••ay to tackle, I can tell you.”
As if he divined her thoughts, he side hid it entirely from view.
head, while Susan dropped, rather than may be of service on railway cars to exDidyouevermeet one, grandfather?” said :
It was becoming dark,, and, as Susan
dismounted, into her aunt’s outstretched clude dust It has the merit of checking
the boy.
is Hamilton St. John. Do looked right and left, she heard nothing
wms, and, overcome by her previous draughts, while admitting air. Its gen*y, and I rode borne as bard ss
but the faint breeze among the trees, and emotion, burst into tears.
eral use might tend to prevent the
Id, with him st my heels. But it’s
“ Very much; and whst do you call the chirp of the grasshopper in the long
“ Goodness gracious1” cried the good spread of malarial diseases, and modify
i o' frightening Busan, when she’s
your horse, but’
reeds at the roadside, and all idea of aswoman, altogether scared, “whatever the dangers that dirty streets occasion to
l>moirow.”
“Wildfire;and a famous stepper he is! sistance from a casual passenger she does it all mean?”
the health of city residents,—JVetu York
not Irighumod, gnuwad,” said Guod-by, Susan; I hope you’Jl get 1 knew to be almost hopeless. Though
“ I’ve been robbed, aunt 1 Oh, dear
Tribune.
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OHIO PKNITENTURT HORROB3

when the

scandalizedmother suddenly
pointed a threatening forefinger at it,

royaler.

Described bj an Oflender Who was tor after the manner of long-suffering
mothers under such circumstances,and
Eleven Months In the Institution.
the cherub, after the manner of cherubs
[From the Cincinnati Commercial.]
There’s the case of Frank Bechtel, on under such ciroumrtanoes,just opened
three years’ sentence, a man who was its mouth, took that baleful finger in, —,u*^ for three yean between Jan. 1863. and April 1.
ifratltled
working in Bill’s stove foundry, and, in and shut down on it with a pressure
some way, through ovtr-lifting,no that made that mother groan out in the
“ Oh
Ouch ! Have
doubt, strained his back. He com- wrong place
-Jot Mine prior to July W. 1898.the widow ia nnto bounty; If toldier ia dead. the heir* are en.
plained of his back continually for two mercy on us \"—Eaaton Free Press.
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weeks, but did. his task every day. One
morning he was unable to leave his bed.
The doctor visited him, looked at him,

Below are

a

number
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Literary Charades In

There is a guard who, on the slightest
pretext whatever, will strike down a
prisonerwith his loaded club, and woe
to the convict who dares attempt to resist his blows. His revolver is always
close at hand, and he uses it without
scruple. One instance of this is the
case of the man Smith. Smith was under sentence for five years. He worked
in the cooper shop under this guard, who
was continually getting him punished
for trivial offenses, and

Smith

told

him

he was not dealing fairly with him.
Guard told him that lie was going to do
as he pleased. He then told him to go
to work. Smith refused to work until
he had seen the Deputy Warden. The
guard got his club to strike him. Smith,
seeing this, ran toward the Deputy
Warden’s office, the guard following
close at his heels. Smith tripped and
fell The guard, having his revolver in
hand, fired at the prostrate man twice,

x

the balls taking effect and killing him.

......

Cta guard had a mock trial in Columms and was acquitted, none of the con-

& BlHCUt
KJEEP^B SHIRTS.

Bhyme.

of ingenious cha-

pun-

ishment at the hands of the Deputy

Warden— the

KEMP'S Patent Partly-made Dreee Shlrto, beet

2.
3.
4.
5.
0.

j| Almost for Nothing
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
Ono
One
One
One

;

down.

8. My flrrtmay be found on a salt-waterslope
My aecoud in soclabka, papera and soap.

keep

PULMONA

One

CONSUMPTION!
Rkad __
J. Canon,

Dealer in

Reflectedand Transmitted Light— No so

11. Look on this namo— * sunbeam In between
A stocking and tormentor, you have aeen.

,

One 92.50. By new Inventions, by menufactOne
One urlng with machinery, on a hundred-fold
One greater scale than ever before attempted,

12. An adverb and additions tp a house;
The whole n dog doea when he can’t get loose.

One
Quo

BABBITTS TOILET SOAP.

the cost is to reduced that, by bearing
part of expense, the Publishers of the

One
One
Ono
One
One
One
Ono
Ono
Ono
Ono
Ono

14. K letter that parties of food,
And thus obtains a livelihood.
A carbonic mound, petrified, if yon vill—
An anthradte range— a bituminoushill.
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American Affricu/turietcan offer It to all
Subscribersfor 1878 (eeif te t«cA etoM) for

Only 40 Gents,
WORTH

though richly
93.00. to Every
Family,in its practical Usefulness, Instruc-

One

17. My first is a visible line, a signal to convey ;
My second goes to its weddmg, but never goes
18. Hia dual ayllableewill represent
A stately tree and what one should repent.
19. H s motto always w^s, as I have heard,
Be virtuous firstand wealthy afterward.
20. His name you’ll not find difficult to guess—
The leading part in music and a tress.
21. A poet of great worth and fame,
Yet a sick brink will sound his name.
22. Auother margin this ; but let me tell you,
It is not sick and has some littlevalue.

Microscope and

a*Bpltboi,roetslalngleakas«f
4ou.vMh,

its

one Dime with it ; Oil send fit for
American Agrirulturiil, all of 1878,in-

Dime
Dime

Requires immediate attention, as neglect
oftentimes resnlU In some incurable Lung

Dime
Dime
Dim#

disease. BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
are a simple remedy, and will almost Invariably give immediate relief.
SOLD BY ALL CHEMISTS and dealers

Americai

In

it,

ho was only three-fourths of a poet.

ANSWERS TO CHARADES.
Hawthorne; 2. Hugo; 3. Humbohy; 4. Marryatt; ft. Moore; C. Motley; 7. Ruskiu; 8. Shelley;
9. Hogg; 10. Waller;11. Socrates;12. Howells;
13. Bucou; 14. Keats; 15. Coleridge; 16. Akenside; 17. Mark Twain; 18. Beecher; 19. Goodrich;
20. Moloch; 21. Virgil; 22. Edgeworth; 23. Vol1.

and

there

was the $15 one,

deftly

and by that time the
swindlers had ample opportunity to
cover up their tracks. On whom the
raised te $1,500,

loss will fall is an open question, for
both banks enforced the usual rules in
such oases made and provided, and it
would be difficult to prove neglect on
either. —Chicago Tribune.

The Length of a Minute.
persons realize bow long a minute is. The New York World relates
this of a witness wnoi freauently used
the expression, “ee3veral minutes:”
“Now, Mr. Small,” said the Judge,
“when you think a minute is gonesav
‘now.’ I will say ‘now’ when I wish
you to begin.” sir. Small nodded his
entire comprehensionof the plan anx

Few

looked confident of his ability to guess
well “ Now,” cried the Judge, and in a
dead silence the court waited. The
witness fidgeted about in his chair, and
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Dear .s(r—Since severs]years I bare got a sore and
ran painful foot. I had some physicians,but they
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this remedy and rourtelf, and wishingevery sufferer may
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31. His name it Is used to gain power,
Aud bin readers all laugh by the hour.
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American Agrinlluriit(describedbelow),
with full deecriptionof the Microscope,
and murA other valuable reading,worth
many times a dime. Bend your address
the

But never hears a single thin j that’s said.

honored,

frv#

dress, will bring a Specimen Copy of

cluding the Mkrosoope. (2 Copies and 2
Ono
Ono Microscopes for $1.90 each; three tor $1.80
Ono each ; four for $1.70 each.' 16 cts. extra for
Ono
25. If names show tendencies, here ts another
Ono oach Microscope will fTtpag its delivery
Who must have loved to wait upon and bother. One anywhere in the United States or Canadas.
28. This is a vowel which is often read,

30. In hia nam'' two ayllableesee—
A fop and a mountain ia he.

mu

£. INI Jit A 11 A.
iV t;U.»N
are superior
In derigh and
lut
equaled In quality, or as 4
keepers. Aik your Jswaler .
them. Manu' -tory-BrietaLi

Ono

29. This name, as pronounced by himself, is revealed,
When a Yankee child teases its mother to yield.

tho Werid.

uses.

24. Three of my first in England's royal group ;
The last a Cockney calls his feathered troop.

28. My first In a curse that people tued to fear,
The rest a homestead-meadow lying near.

In

(it mett/ketn.

H

Ono

27. Philosopher and eavan both together,
And yet hia name la lighter than a feather.

la
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23. Just half a book my first will represent ;
The rest is not a lease, but is a rent.
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16. Although he seldom would complain,
Uls name is an internalpain.
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13. My laat la to think and my first barking louder;
My whole, you hear people Inquire for his powder.

draft presented in Chicago,

msmm

One good Microscope ever before offered for

10. And this (although not very nice, ’tie true),
the laat named author always likes to do.

yet
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One ground, with Stand, Diaphragm,glass
One Stage, plates, springs, etc. Uses both
One

man

8. This, which the shrewdest, moat Ingenious
Could never make, a small pig often can.

ted some particularlyflagrant outrage, amid

.

One Three Flae Leasee, accurately
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By instructionsof an American lady, identification,with which he was unable
.Miss Thomson, who has been resident in to comply. He, therefore,wants his
Edinburgh for some time back, Messrs. money back, and, commissions being deMarshall & Sons, jewelers, Great George ducted, it is handed to him. Not for
street, have manufactured a set of horse- three days was it discovered that the

church, and the bright*;
restless little blienib would stand uj
the seat
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He

in
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ct*. or P. O. stamps. Hi perusal
having an orchard, or plot of small rruus,

:

A Genuine, Useful,
Highly Interesting

:

was

HAIR

One not a Cheap Toy of dropped cUm, but
One

Swindle.
tub is situated in the asylum for the inA new development in the check-raissane. A visitor is never allowed to see
it. It is a large trough, 10x3 feet, on ing line has been manifested within the
stanchions. Previous to ducking time past few days, and one of our city banks
it is filled with ice and water. It is pre- mourns the consequences.The trick is
sided over by two convicts who act as at- original, although but an adaptationof
tendants in the asylum. At 10 a. m. and a very old one, and so far the guilty par4 p. m. the deputy marches over the ties ore at large. As usual in such cases
men to get ducked— their offenses being the simplicity of the scheme proved to
for looking at a visitor passing them be the cause of the success, and, unless
while at work, making a sign at, or the operators should give themselves
speaking to, another prisoner, or such away, a wide field lays before them.
The modus operand! was as follows
trivial offense. A man is taken out of a
foundry, rolling in perspiration,out in- •A deoently- dressed man, got up to repto the winter air, in nis wet shirt, to the resent a traveling salesman, entered a
asylum.
is then stripped and country bank and bought a draft on
shackled at the wrists and ankles, lifted Chicago for 81,500. Later in the day
up and suspended in the water until his another customer turned up, and he
breath is almost gone, He is then set wanted a draft for $15. Both received
up and water is splashed in his face un- the documents, paid the charges, and
til he begs pardon, if he can find breath, departed On the followingday a draft
or until lie faints, if he can’t or will not for $1,500 was presented at the Chicago
beg. < Then he’s unshackledand put in- bank. The teller telegraphedto his
to his clothes, without drying, and taken country correspondent to know if such
over to the shop, where he must catch draft had been issued on that date, and,
up on his task. If he fails, from weak- of course, received an affirmative reply.
ness, to do so, he gets another ducking, The money was paid over, and the reand is then put in the dungeon without cipient walked off with it
On the following morning the pur
supper. In the dungeon he gets onehalf rations of corn bread and one-half chaser of the $1,500 draft returns to the
pint of water every twenty-f ur hours. country bank, and with some little irritation states that he presented it in ChiA Horse with Hold Shoes.
cago, and was met with a demand for

It

____

thor and

One fery Valuableto Every Fearily-

A Sharp

The Hitt of a Cherub.

Ulster. Solicitor o*

only plain

count of the growing fruH trade of U. 8. Howto
fruits and berries to best advantage. Prices and m
Recent Improvementa In evaporationend eoose,
all kinds of fruits,berries and regstsblss.Reoip

both. The ducking

burgh Scffaman.

8ka baat.

h

But always wore the garb of a

shoes of solid gold, at the cost of £200;
and on Friday a mare belonging to that
lady was shod in the precious metal at
the smithy of .Prqf. Baird, veterinary
surgeon, St James place. The shoes
are of the ordinary sue and shape, and
the nails with which they were fixed are
also of gold. The mare was afterward
conveyed to Messrs. Moir’s horse repository, where she has been at livery for
the past two months, and m the course
of the alteinoon was mounted and ridden
about the yard by Miss Thomson. The
animal was purchased for her present
owner at one of Messrs. Moir’s sales
about two years ago, and since then has
(jiade a voyage across the Atlantic. Miss
Thomson and her steed left Edinburgh
on Friday night for London, en route,
it is supposed, for America.-— AJd in

Co.'s ThermoasMOeo*
thsapest sad mast ralfohfr

Kendall A

$200 araiuiereCTi

sweat-box, the bull ring,
the ducking tub, or baptismal font, as
the prisonerscall it. The sweat box and
bull rings, not being barbarous enough, taire ; 24. pickens ; 26. Cervantes ; 26. De Foe : 27.
Agassiz; 28. Bancroft; 29. Dumaa ; 30. Beauare little used, but the dungeon, or mont; 31. Lever; 32. Poe.
“ hole,” suffices for

4S

quaH-

jyjILLIONB OF

7. This name— observe it rei y well—
Is a kind of bread and a hotel.

15.

rmK

Bonks Old & New wanted and anld. ImmsMeOel*.
ogue. AmericanKok Exchange, 53 Beekmau (4L.M.JL
Iter

FAVORITE

eeanu to finish.6 tor |7.
KEEP’S Custom Shirts to measure, beet quality. 4 for

ty.

oxen.
My flrat la choppingwith a heary ax.
My last denote* departing— making trade.
My flrat a bee 'a note Ringing on a flower,
My laat a flash of lightning In a shower.
To wed near by hia name appear* to mean !
The whole anggeate the uae of Gretna Green.
He never waa known of hie songs to boast ;
He la greater than many and leaa than most.
He earned a sage’s purple gown.
hi

And

differentmodes of

Pestling tbs Best .Book

1. My lout a little epear, my flm a field (In Saxon) ;
My whole the gad with which a farmer drirea

vict witnessesbeing heard.

Now for the

TEACUofVOCALMK

a* above, provided bounty haa not been paid,
for all disabledipldlen. Address,with .tamp,
JcNKiLI
LL
WMfclaatou, I). 0.
A'o fit HU
II tlmim
claim allotted.
alluircd.

and then said: “Dutohy, you can’t rades, each couplet describingthe name
play that on me. If you want to be a of a well known author. They were eoncripple I will fix yon to perfection.” tributed by various persons to the New
He then had him taken in by six con- York Graphic, and their solution will
victs and stripped. They put on bis prove a pleasant pastime for the home
straps to keep him steady. He then circle of a winter evening. The answers
took a blow- pipe and spirit-lampand will be found appended:
burnt his back until the flesh began to
roll off! After being released from his
position he made a rush at the doctor,
and would have throttled him had he
not been overpowered. He was then
put into the dungeon and kept there
with his back undressed until the next
day. Upon the guards going to him he
was unable to walk. He was not allowed to go near the hospital,and in
two weeks’ time be was not able to walk
without the aid of orutebes, and he is
to-day an incurablecripple.
Then there's the case of James Quill,
a five-yearman. For a breach of discipline he was kept in the dungeon fourteen days, and ducked in ice- water twice
day during the fourteen dayf. When
released from the dungeon he was unable to stand. He was taken to the hospital. He weighed 192 pounds when he
went into the dungeon, and when he
came out he scarcely weighed 155 pounds.
He was looked upon as the model man
in physique of the prison ; but since
his severe punishmenthe has contracted
heartrdisease,doubtless from the intense cold of the water and being put
wet into a damp cell, and is now slowly
creeping to his grave.
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The corn planter will be a cheapermachine, and
plants much faster, and with less power than any
other corn planter
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An adjourned meeting of the

Fruit-

growers Association will beheld on the

office

month,

at 7

o’clock p. m. In

A. D, I8T7, against the good* and chattels,and for
the want thereof, then against the lands and tenements of John Brocker. and to me directed and
delivered. I have levied upon all the right, title
and in tercet of John Brocker, the defendantnamed
In said execution, In and to the followmgdeacrlbed
real estate,eitnated in the County of Ottawa. State

of A. Visscher, when the dis-

cussion on- the “codling moth" will be
continued, and

if

time admits, will be fol-

lowed by a discussionon tbs Peach tree
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and

all fruitgrowersturn out

let a gCntfekf

compairing of views and of
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said property aa may be necessary to aatisfy said
execution, with cot
at public
VfiwlaB, to the ^beat bidder therefor,at one
o clock In the afternoon of the
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profitable, and profit Is the chief induce-

ment to the majority of the novices

who

A few general cauneeded by those who would un-

desire to attempt it.

dertake this business.
A novice can not, by the mere use of
money* take up poultry-keepingand make
success. On the contrary, be will be
to lose ail

invests, if he supposes that the business

buying some fowls and
feed, and in selling eggs and chickens,by
.dmply permitting the hens to produce
eggs While he gather* them. Success only
comes to Abe lonpexperieiiced poultry
man who knows preciselywhat is to be
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aM those who wish to favor them with part of tbeii
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VANDERVEEN.

1877.

Announcement,

The undersigned deeirea to innonnce to

the
public In eenertJ. that he Is now the sole proprietor of his well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peteona) attention
i

J

!
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CAUSK

HUMAN MISERY.
uttUd

emkmt.

Priettlzmlt.

A leMure on Iho Noiure.Treatment, and radtcal core of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorrcea
ltd need by Self Abuse, InvolunUrv Emissioni!
1m potency,Nervous Debility, and Imped
irnents to Marriage generally; Consumption.

te*1

M:

thor of the “Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, In this admlrabULecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequencesof self-abuse may be
cffcctnallyremoved withoutmedicine, and without
dangorous surgical operailons.bonglee, Instru
menu, ring*, or cordials; p<»lntlng out a mode of
cure at once simple, certain,and effectual, bv
mean a of which every sufferer, no matter what
his conditionmaybe, may cure himselfcheaply,
privately, and radically.
sands and thousands.

Holland.Mich*

Mom nnder seal. In a plain envelope* to any nu
dress, port paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

jktummicH
11

Am

at.,

Kiv York; Post Office Box. M8C.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
H. LYON, - - « Proprietor.
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and Cloaking.
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Maine.

CLARK & GOODRICH.

Co.

The undersignedannounces to the Pnbllc that
they have flnlshedthelr new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customer,with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fall

Holland.

Holland, Sept.

Iks

that we ferntsh.- $0fi per

Mr. Cla.k having had fourteenyears of experleuce fn setting up and repairing Engines. Boilere.
pnttlnc In Steam heating apparatus, PIpe-bnlldlDg
for steam, j as and water, we will try and give satisfactionto all that give ns a call.
Holland, Mich., May
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the present time money cannot be made so easllv

is

pure bred boar.

AND BLINDS,

ITEW

-

r o

have pigs hi Huy, which is an excellent
sesson for the pigs. The weather bring at tha employment
arm, and the
then wirm,
the clover in fine comil*
the ypoag pip will
nd will soon sur- All who .nm. ,t

rHS

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH

Porlitli Eagiitt

SHAFTING, ETC.,

AND THE DRY I NO OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

PBIOB. U CMrtB.

Proprietors.

STEAM

IDR/ST KIIXjIT

H.

Agri6*lt*¥i$L.

month,

A

and give us a share T AM authorised to *ell the Steam Tng *‘Gen^,
1 on favorable terms. Inquire of
of your Patronage.
MANLY D HOWARD.

_

this

WE HAVE

('all and see

Of

Brood Sow*, coupled

Setting

Promptly Repaired.

>
-r \

42-ly

R

HmIimtj, Stitionrj ui

Or Re-Sawing Done.

Johnston, Holloway ft Co.,

1

and

in

Holland. July

be procured before D
w •, fT
setting time arrives, and then «acb hen
may bring out a brood of eight or ten
chicks. Of these are raised, more eggs,
i
will beJdtd, and if good care is given,
there may be on the whole 20 dozen of
egg*, ton pullets and ton cockerels, as the
This It
jmEflHoffltis trio within the same time
Mnd
ould baYe
ha*e taken, (roa the dozen i tenoum. One trial will tout
that it wouM
l^^MptrboUle.
of eggs first meotioneu, to produce three
or four pullets. There is an obvious dif- JOHNSTON, HOLLOW AT A 00.
ference in favor of beginning with birds,
both as to profit

nc

a
k*

Tinware very Neatly and

will

___

ft/

The undersignedha# opened a hardware store In
the old sUwufof O. J. flaverkHte, where he will
keep constantlyon hind • completestock of Generel Hardware,Stoves, Glasa, Nalls, Farming Im
plemenu. Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belonging to our line of baeinem.

from the

B08MAN.

preparedto repair all kinds of

FIRST WARD.

elapse

W.

1870.

confident we can satisfy all whe

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.

If a trio of birds sro

_

a

O

26,

Havi

Of the Mod Approved Pattern*;•

pHH

----

and see our

we have pur

chased entire new Machinery,

1

profit.

a call

CLASS * OOOSBICS,

:>\k,

’

JOOS VERPLANKE.

£R

<>

Goods.

In rc-building our new shop

^'BEST WORLD

Sheriff Qf Ottawa County, Mich,

:

Give us

RAPIDS, M1CU.

all

PASTILLES
OV

?

JOOS VERPLANKE.

purchased at a cost of aay |20 nop*, q

_

GRAND

-

Great Variety.

iu

Planing Mill

18T7,

M I n
vi uv u

choice fowls are pro-

before aay profit can be gained

.

CANAL STREET,

Planing, Matching,

Sheriff of Ottawa County Michigan.

;

-

want

DL:>0r

The above sale la adjourned until the 1st day of
February. A. 0. 1878. at the same place and hour
as originallystated.
Dated, Gbakd Havbh. January Sid. 18W.

Hats & Caps

Bro..

goods,

else-

JOOS VERPLANKE.

The above sale Is adjournednntil the 2nd day of
January, A. D. 1878, at the same place and Uour as
originally«t Ued.
Dated, Uband Hava*, December 17th, 1877,

three or four pulletsthat may probably be.

number of eggs

you go

And we arc

----

hatched into them.

1*

ommjisHi-

Holland, May

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
8. REIDSEMA.

Holland, Sept,

VERPLANKE.

Then the number may be increased, nnd
when the busines pays sufficiently, then
•sole attention may be given to it. It is
more profitable to purchase fowls than
eggs. This is a simple matter of figuring.
of eggs of

H

77

<C

for

A. ft 1811,

Sheriff of Ottawa County, Mich.

ing a secondary business, until these can

at * cost of sty $5,

and see

All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
kinds of Mattraases.

aa originallystated.
Daied, November22nd. 1877.

begin with u lew fowls, making their keep-

dozen

call

yourself, before
where.

The above sale la adjourneduntil the 17th day of
December, A. D 1877, at the same place and hour

1

mis

J.

Give me a

Sheriff of Ottawa Count*, Mich.

secure this result. It is best to

managed with

Chas. Schmidt

offered very cheap at

MERCHANT TAILOR.
ill

Mows.

Beds and

originaly stated.
Dated, November IZth, 1877.

the money he

consists only in

to.

IT S,

of

W. B0SMAN,

J.
Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and (iranite.

Live Geese Feather,

engage

attractive

Is

GOODS,

a fine lot

CLOTHING

BOYS’

both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.

Inscriptions cut in

other place.

JOOH VERPLANKE.

agreeable. It also promises to be

more than likely

FX

Arrival
kinds of

WIHTER

Complete,

is

always kevp on hand a fall stock of

O O F

The above sale is adjourneduntil the flat day of
business does November. A. D. 1877. at the same place and hour

in keeping poultry. The
•ml require hard work; and U

tions are

kinds and sizes.

all

all

And

the front door of the Coart House, in the City
of Urand Haven, Otta *a County,Michigan.
Dated, Gb.kd Hat«k, 8«pU Atth, A. i). 1877.

7odtrj*sipiag--2ov to Begin.
i# «

Horaato,

Qf

at

A Fhuitghoweb.

There

Spring Goods.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

aadcoUectfon

Twelfth dnj

A Hew

KETS

virtue of t writ of execollon,laaued ont
of and nnder the seal of the Giro® It Court for

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.

large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which 1 sell at

reason the County of Utuwa. and State of Michiof the gan, and tested on the ecventh day of May,

most favorable circumstances.

17th of this

t>Y

A

CHAS.

From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASIn the market, and cheaper than In any

Sheriff's Sale.

We Juve good lands, a good and wel)
marketing; go

2*-4m

NEW FURNITURE.

iSPrCIAL A<1E!n%

become aware

facilities

P. 8. Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and potatoes taken in exchange for goods.

Of

Stock

I

of this the better.

protecUn location, and abundant

«

-

Consisting of all kinds of

and only such growers as are ‘‘up and
doing" con make anything like a fair
showing in this direction. The price of
fruit, like that

MULDER.

0.

1877,

14,

HARRINGTON.

the undersigned,
am dally receiving

Hew

possible, from the ravages of the curculio,

If a

and see our nice line of LADIES’ DRESS GOODS-

E. J.

I0THE PUBLIC.

grow fruit* we are expected to fight the many enemies thereof.
As, fruit culture expanda we may expect
a proportionateincrease of insects, etc.,
which" We will be compelled to fight.
DoubtlS* maify^of our fruitgrowersremember that the plum cou'.d be successfully JpiWn here from twelve to twenty
aw

wise, If we

cured

Call

The patent will be for sale bv November next,
8^Jeinjrhta,County rights and township rights

Holland, Mich., July

When we grow

Ihj

Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.

will be offered.

we bfittia "posted,"and that thoroughly

done

GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,

ihlpmiriu V#

mg. It is

a

DRY

BY

J-TTftTtilrSlSrTBD

orchards aiw gradually <CDHdug luto bear-

anJ

ELFBRMNK,

r,4r>y. A q.

COEXPLMm

44io«# 1u4W4m
Thousands of trees In MWly mid oil

ixwer.J

Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,

and at

11Nj0MBS

our reputationas a (Wlffowiiig

the

next 30 days in

READY MADE CLOTHING
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ravages was discussed. Important aa
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;

Holland, - - - Michigan
The above Arm make

ready raised In this vloinlty to estgt)|sh
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specialtyof cistom work.
Their pricca are low
»
— — — — .*'-**' ~iy house tn the city
They keep conaUntly oi hand a choice varfe
etyol
.It larthe Infants’ and Children'# Orest Soothing Ladiea and Children a foes and gaiters.
or anjfoilM* * * <^*order# ^ro^fht on by teething

Rellerct pain, weaknea* or exhaoatloa la ISor n)raiDute«.gir’
4sg tone and power to the system, i

waa the subject, it failed to bring out I
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RIVER STREET, "
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Subdue* Convulalon^uidv.
come* ell djM«eHliicide«lte

syr6

and well attended local association.

At our

m
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1 lift Cf
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me
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„ . -m — ------ - ----- patronagefrom the
travelli public, which will be duly appreciated
traveling
by fhe proprietor.
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